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Abstract
Seismic interferometry enables us to estimate changes in seismic velocity and seismic
scattering property continuously by using cross-correlation functions (CCFs) of seismic
ambient noise. In recent years, spatial distributions of seismic velocity changes associated
with volcanic activities or earthquakes have been estimated at many places over the world.
On the other hand, there are only a few previous studies that applied seismic interferometry
to detect seismic scattering property changes related to volcanic activities or earthquakes.
To estimate spatial distributions of seismic scattering property changes using linear least-
squares inversions, it is necessary to know the values of scattering and intrinsic absorption
parameters in a study area. These parameters are measures of medium heterogeneities,
and have been estimated by using the data of natural earthquakes or active shot records.
Therefore, it is diﬃcult to estimate those parameters in the regions of low seismicity and
no active seismic experiment.
In chapter 2, we overcome such a limitation by developing a passive method for the
estimation of scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters using seismic ambient noise
CCFs. Firstly, we apply and validate the method at Sakurajima volcano, Japan. The
scattering mean free paths and intrinsic absorption parameters estimated from the passive
method are 1.6-2.4 km and 0.04-0.06 s−1 at 0.5-1 Hz, 1.6-2.0 km and 0.08-0.09 s−1 at 1-
2 Hz, and 1.6-3.2 km and 0.16-0.18 s−1 at 2-4 Hz, respectively. The validity of these
results is confirmed at the 1-2 Hz and 2-4 Hz bands by comparing with these parameters
estimated from active shot records at Sakurajima. Secondly, we apply the passive method
to the focal area of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake and Miyakejima volcano,
Japan. These parameters in the focal area of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake are
estimated to be 30 km and 0.02 s−1 at the 0.5-1 Hz band. In the case of Miyakejima, the
scattering mean free paths are estimated to be 1.6 km at the 1-2 Hz band and 2.0 km at
the 2-4 Hz band, respectively. The intrinsic absorption parameters are estimated to be
0.12 s−1 at the 1-2 Hz band and 0.16 s−1 at the 2-4 Hz band, respectively. The estimated
scattering mean free paths at Sakurajima and Miyakejima were 2-3 orders shorter than
those in non-volcanic regions.
In chapter 3, we conduct a time-lapse imaging of seismic scattering properties in a
weak scattering regime using ordinary linear least-squares inversions. We apply seismic
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interferometry to seismic ambient noise data in the northeast part of Japan between 2008
and 2012 during which we had two large earthquakes of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku
earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. About 5.7×10−4 km−1 of ∆g value
(∆g/g0 = 5.7 %) is estimated around the epicenter of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku
earthquake. Structural changes due to the large fault slip and/or the strong motion may
have introduced such a large seismic scattering property change in the shallow medium
to the south of the epicenter. We also detected significant seismic scattering property
changes around some active volcanoes in Tohoku region associated with the 2011 Tohoku-
Oki earthquake. The maximum change is estimated around the Bandai volcano and its
∆g value is 3.6×10−4 km−1 (∆g/g0 = 3.6 %). Significant seismic velocity changes and
subsidences around active volcanoes in Tohoku region associated with the 2011 Tohoku-
Oki earthquake have been reported by some previous studies. Our results also show that
significant structural changes occurred in similar regions. In the southwest part of Tohoku
region, strong seasonal seismic scattering property changes are detected. The maximum
∆g value is estimated to be 3.0×10−4 km−1 (∆g/g0=3.0 %) in winter. These regions are
correlated with those of large precipitations.
In chapters 4 and 5, we develop imaging methods of seismic scattering property changes
to extend their applicability. Firstly, in chapter 4, we apply sparse modeling to estimate
the spatial distribution of seismic scattering property changes and succeeded in detecting
large coseismic changes of seismic scattering property at the south of the epicenter of the
2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake using 17 seismic stations. In general, it is diﬃcult
to conduct imagings from the small number of seismic stations. However, the sparse
modeling enables us to conduct the imaging even from a small data set. The maximum
value of ∆g, a variation of scattering coeﬃcient, at this region was estimated to be 0.032
km−1 (∆g/g0 = 97 %). We also conduct the ordinary linear least-squares inversion with
the ℓ2 norm regularization, and confirm that the result from the sparse modeling and that
from the ℓ2 norm regularization are consistent. We explore the applicability of sparse
modeling by reducing the number of seismic stations and confirm that we can retrieve the
change regions from at least 5 stations which are deployed to surround the change regions.
In previous studies, the linear least-squares inversions have been used to estimate
spatial distributions of seismic scattering property changes. However, it is not easy to
apply the linear least-squares inversion in a multiple scattering regime. This is because
the scattering at a change region of seismic scattering property is assumed to occur only
once and the scattering mean free path is as small as about a few hundred meters to a
few kilometers at some active volcanoes including Sakurajima and Miyakejima. Therefore,
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we develop a method to estimate a region where seismic scattering property changed in a
multiple scattering regime like volcanoes, and apply this method to the 2015 dike intrusion
event at Sakurajima volcano. The estimated change region extended widely around active
craters with 0.25 km−1 and 1.10 km−1 of ∆g in the two periods of Apr. 1 - May 31 and
Jul. 6 - Aug. 14, respectively, before the dike intrusion. The change region was located
around the dike with 2.45 km−1 of ∆g in the period of Aug. 16 - Sep. 15 after the dike
intrusion.
In chapter 6, we discuss future developments of the space-time imaging of seismic
scattering properties and structural monitoring with multi parameters.
In this thesis, we have developed a self-contained approach to the estimation of space-
time changes of seismic scattering properties based on seismic interferometry. By applying
the appropriate imaging method, we can locate significant seismic scattering changes both
in a weak scattering regime and strong scattering regime. Moreover, the passive estimation
of scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters and the sparse modeling will be useful
to improve the applicability of the passive time-lapse imaging. By conducting imaging in
various regions and comparing the results with other observations, relationships between
seismic scattering changes and other changes will be understood. This should contribute to
the monitoring of the dynamic Earth and the understanding of their physical mechanisms.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Estimation of scattering and intrinsic absorption
parameters
Seismic scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters are measures of medium het-
erogeneities in the Earth. The small scale medium heterogeneities which are described
by random velocity fluctuations cause scattering of seismic waves. Aki and Chouet [1975]
introduced ”scattering coeﬃcient”, which represents a scattering power per unit volume.
On the other hand, the intrinsic absorption parameter represents energy loss per time
caused by the conversion of elastic energy to heat or other forms of energy. The scattering
and intrinsic absorption parameters have been estimated by many previous studies using
data of natural earthquakes or active shots.
In the last few decades, some previous studies have estimated spatial distributions of the
scattering coeﬃcient assuming single scattering [e.g., Nishigami, 2000; Matsumoto et al.,
1999; Asano and Hasegawa, 2004]. For example, Asano and Hasegawa [2004] estimated the
spatial distribution of the scattering coeﬃcient of S-waves using aftershock seismograms
of the 2000 M 7.3 western Tottori earthquake, and found the region of strong scattering
along and around the fault zone. Multiple Lapse Time Window Analysis (MLTWA) have
been widely used to estimate these eparameters from the data of natural earthquakes
[e.g., Fehler et al., 1992; Hoshiba et al., 1993; Carcole´ and Sato, 2010] or active shots [e.g.,
Wegler and Lu¨hr, 2001; Yamamoto and Sato, 2010; Prudencio et al., 2017]. Carcole´ and
Sato [2010] estimated the spatial distribution of scattering and intrinsic attenuation of S-
waves in the lithosphere of Japan that reflects tectonic settings. The averaged scattering
mean free path (the reciprocal of the scattering coeﬃcient) of S-waves for all Japan was
estimated to be about 100 km between 1 Hz and 16 Hz. On the other hand, much shorter
scattering mean free paths have been reported at active volcanoes. For example, Wegler
and Lu¨hr [2001] estimated the mean free path of S-waves at Merapi volcano, Java to be
about 100 m in the 4-20 Hz band using airgun shot records. Yamamoto and Sato [2010]
estimated the scattering mean free path of S-waves at Asama volcano, Japan, to be about 1
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km at the 8-16 Hz band using active shot records. The mean free paths at active volcanoes
are 2-3 orders smaller than the mean values for all Japan obtained by Carcole´ and Sato
[2010].
These estimations of scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters need many natural
earthquake data. Accordingly, this approach is diﬃcult to apply at the regions of low
seismicity. Active shot records can be used to estimate these parameters, but the number
of regions where active seismic experiments are conducted is limited.
1.2 Imaging and monitoring of seismic scattering
properties
Seismic scattering property changes cause waveform changes of seismograms [Snieder
et al.,2002; Snieder, 2006]. Figure 1.1 is a schematic picture of the physical mechanism of
waveform change. The seismic waves radiated from a source reach a receiver after some
scatterings. If a change region of seismic scattering property appears in the medium,
wave paths of seismic waves passing through the change region will be changed (blue and
red lines). Such wave path changes due to the seismic scattering property change cause
waveform changes [Margerin et al., 2016]. Imaging of seismic scattering property changes
have been developed in laboratory experiments [e.g., Larose et al., 2010; Plane`s et al., 2015;
Larose et al., 2015]. Larose et al. [2010] proposed a technique called ”Locating a weak
change using diﬀuse waves (LOCADIFF)”. This technique uses the data of waveform
changes on ultrasound records in MHz band and sensitivity kernels (spatial weighting
functions). The previous studies have shown that we can locate a hole/crack in rock
samples based on the LOCADIFF.
Seismic interferometry is a technique to estimate relative seismic velocity and seismic
scattering property changes using cross-correlation functions (CCFs) of seismic ambient
noise [e.g., Shapiro and Campillo, 2004; Curtis et al., 2006]. In recent years, estimations
of seismic velocity changes using seismic interferometry have been widely conducted by
measuring changes of time shifts in CCFs [e.g., Sens-Scho¨nfelder and Wegler, 2006; Bren-
guier et al., 2008a; Brenguier et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017; Takano et al., 2017; Hirose
et al., 2017]. Although the number of the applications is fewer than that of seismic velocity
changes, seismic scattering property changes associated with volcanic activities or earth-
quakes have been detected by some previous studies using seismic interferometry [e.g.,
Obermann et al., 2013; Obermann et al., 2014; Hillers et al., 2015; Machacca et al., 2019].
Obermann et al. [2013a] succeeded in detecting a seismic scattering property change asso-
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ciated with the October 2010 eruption at Piton de la Fournaise, Reunion Island from the
decoherence (1−(coherence)) of seismic ambient noise CCFs. This is the first study that
succeeded in detecting seismic scattering property changes based on seismic interferometry
as far as we know. They succeeded in detecting large decoherences about one week before
the eruption, and located the region of a large seismic scattering property change around
the crater. They explained that magma intrusion to the crater caused such pronounced
decoherences. Obermann et al. [2014] found seismic scattering property changes associ-
ated with the 2008 Wenchuan, China, earthquake. They used two period bands of 1-3
s and 12-20 s, and detected a coseismic change of decoherence in the 1-3 s period band
around the earthquake epicenter. Such a coseismic change of decoherence can be directly
related to severe damages at shallow depths caused by the earthquake. They also detected
pronounced decoherences due to heavy rainfalls in the rainy season in 2007 and 2008 at
the 1-3 s period band in the region diﬀerent from the focal area. Table 1.1 is a summary
of the previous studies that conducted estimations of seismic scattering property changes
using seismic interferometry.
One of the problems on the imaging of seismic scattering property change is that the
number of applications is much fewer than that of seismic velocity changes. In case of
seismic velocities, the eﬀect of external environmental perturbations to seismic velocity
changes have been also discussed by many previous studies: rainfall [e.g., Sens-Scho¨nfelder
and Wegler, 2006; Tsai, 2011; Wang et al., 2017], thermoelastic stress [e.g., Meier et al.,
2010; Hillers et al., 2015], ocean loading [e.g., Wang et al., 2017], snow loading [e.g.,
Hatovec-Ellis et al., 2014], and atmospheric pressure [Silver et al., 2007]. Evaluating such
meteorological eﬀects should be helpful also for the estimations of seismic scattering prop-
erty changes. In terms of seismic scattering property, increasing the number of applications
should be important, too.
Although locating change regions of seismic velocities and seismic scattering properties
is important for the structural monitoring, a large number of seismic stations are necessary
to estimate spatial distributions of medium changes. For example, Obermann et al. [2013]
used 19 broadband seismic stations that are deployed in the area with dimensions of about
15 km in the east-west and 10 km in the north-south directions. Obermann et al. [2014]
used 114 seismic stations in the target area (29◦ to 32◦N and 100◦ to 105◦E). Conducting
such estimations are not easy in the regions where only a small number of stations are set
up.
Linear least-squares inversions using sensitivity kernels have been applied in the previ-
ous studies which estimated spatial distributions of seismic scattering property changes.
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Sensitivity kernels that are the spatial-weighting functions are used to locate the spatially
localized seismic scattering property changes [e.g., Mayor et al., 2014; Margerin et al.,
2016]. In the linear least-squares inversions, it is assumed that the scattering at a change
region of seismic scattering property occurs only once. Therefore, the size of small cells
is set to be smaller than the scattering mean free path so that the scattering occurs only
once within each small cell. Accordingly, the number of model parameters in the linear
least-squares inversion increases especially in a multiple scattering regime, because some
previous studies reported that the scattering mean free path ranges from about a few hun-
dred meters to a few kilometers at some active volcanoes. Therefore, imaging of scattering
property changes in a multiple scattering regime is still challenging.
1.3 Objectives
We develop a self-contained approach to estimate space-time changes of seismic scat-
tering properties only from seismic ambient noise CCFs without any natural earthquakes
and active shots. Figure 1.2 represents the workflow of imaging of seismic scattering prop-
erties. In the current framework, scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters have been
estimated by using the ”active” approach, and the ”passive” approach has been applied
from the imaging phase. In contrast, our self-contained approach enables us to estimate
scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters and conduct time-lapse imaging of seismic
scattering properties by using only seismic ambient noise CCFs. In chapter 2, we develop
a passive estimation method of scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters and vali-
date it by comparing results from our passive method and that from active shot records
at Sakurajima volcano, Japan. Moreover, we apply our passive method at the focal area
of the Mw 6.9 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake and at Miyakejima volcano, Japan,
and estimate scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters in these regions. In chapter
3, we estimate spatio-temporal changes of seismic scattering properties in northeast part
of Japan from 2008 to 2012. The target area is in a weak scattering regime, and we can
conduct linear least-squares inversions using sensitivity kernels. We estimate spatial dis-
tributions of seismic scattering property changes associated with the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi
Nairiku earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. Moreover, we conduct esti-
mations in quiet periods when no significant earthquake was observed, and compare the
results with other geophysical observations. In chapter 4, we apply sparse modeling to the
imaging of seismic scattering property changes related to the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku
earthquake. We also validate the applicability of the sparse modeling by changing the
number of seismic stations and their configurations. In chapter 5, we develop a method
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for the time-lapse imaging of seismic scattering properties in a multiple scattering regime.
Applying this method, we estimate the regions of seismic scattering property changes
associated with 2015 dike intrusion event at Sakurajima volcano. In chapter 6, we dis-
cuss future developments of the space-time imaging of seismic scattering properties and
structural monitoring with multi parameters. Chapter 7 contains general conclusions.
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Figure 1.1 The schematic picture of mechanism of waveform changes. The grey
ellipse represents the region of seismic scattering property change. Small gray circles
are seismic scatterers. The top-right panel shows waveforms before (blue) and after
(red) the change.
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Self-contained
apparoach
Active
•Natural earthquake
• Active shot
• seismic ambient noise CCF
estimation of scattering and
intrinsic absorption parameters
imaging of seismic scattering properties
weak scattering regime strong scattering regime
3. In northeast part of Japan
4. Sparse modeling
(Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake,
Tohoku-Oki earthquake)
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2. Passive estimation of scattering and
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Figure 1.2 The workflow of imaging of seismic scattering properties. The black
arrows represent the current imaging procedure. The pink arrows represent our new
self-contained approach.
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Chapter 2
Passive estimation of scattering and intrinsic
absorption parameters using envelopes of
seismic ambient noise CCFs
2.1 Introduction
As mentioned in chapter 1, estimating scattering and intrinsic absorption parame-
ters from data of natural earthquakes or active shots is diﬃcult to apply in regions with
low seismicity or no active seismic experiment. Previous studies [e.g., Stehly et al., 2006;
Tsai, 2011; Hanasoge, 2013] have demonstrated that estimating attenuation from am-
plitudes of seismic ambient noise cross-correlation functions (CCFs) is generally diﬃcult
due to non-uniform source distributions. For example, Hanasoge [2013] calculated CCFs
numerically for a ring of sources, uniform sources, and non-uniform sources, and showed
that it is especially diﬃcult to accurately extract attenuation information from ambient
noise when the noise distribution is highly uneven. However, several previous studies
have estimated values of attenuation using seismic ambient noise data by coping with the
diﬃculty. Using coda wave part of seismic ambient noise auto-correlation functions, We-
gler and Sens-Scho¨nfelder [2007] estimated the coda attenuation factor. Liu et al. [2015]
estimated total attenuation (the sum of scattering attenuation and intrinsic absorption)
Q factors of Rayleigh waves, QR, using linear arrays in southern California. They esti-
mated interstation QR values under stationary phase approximation [Snieder, 2004] and
the Fresnel approximation from noise cross-spectrum functions. However, there is no pre-
vious study that separately estimated scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters from
seismic ambient noise data as far as we know.
In this study, we develop a passive method for the estimation of scattering mean
free path and intrinsic absorption parameter. We apply seismic interferometry using the
temporal flattening technique [Weaver, 2011a] to seismic ambient noise data at Sakurajima
volcano, at the southern rim of Aira caldera in the south of Kyushu, Japan. We estimate
those parameters by modeling space-time distributions of envelopes of seismic ambient
noise CCFs. Sakurajima is one of the most active volcanoes in Japan, and the number of
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vulcanian-type eruptions, which occurred mainly at Showa crater, reached 835 in 2012, 883
in 2013 and 450 in 2014 [Japan Meteorological Agency, 2015]. To monitor the movement
of subsurface magma at such a highly active volcano, active seismic experiments were
conducted [Tsutsui et al., 2016]. Hirose et al. [2017] already compared measurements
of seismic wave speed changes inferred from seismic ambient noise CCFs and those from
the active shot records, and showed they were consistent with each other. In this study,
we validate the values of scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters from our passive
method by comparing with those from the active shot records. This part was published
as Hirose et al. [2019]. Moreover, we apply it to two other regions: the focal area of the
2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake and Miyakejima volcano, Japan.
2.2 Development of a passive method by using data
at Sakurajima
2.2.1 Data and method
At Sakurajima, three-component short-period seismometers with a natural frequency
of 1 Hz have been deployed at 6 stations by Japan Meteorological Agency (Figure 2.1
(a)), and their signals are recorded at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. We apply seismic
interferometry to the seismic ambient noise data on the vertical, radial, and transverse
components recorded in 2014.
Firstly, we filter the seismic ambient noise records at 0.5-1 Hz, 1-2 Hz, and 2-4 Hz
bands by applying the 4th-order Butterworth filters. Transient signals are removed by
identifying time windows with amplitudes twice larger than an hourly median amplitude
level. Secondly, we apply the temporal flattening technique proposed by Weaver [2011a]
to the seismic ambient noise data for reducing the eﬀect of temporal fluctuations of noise
levels. That is, we normalize each 1-hour long trace at each seismic station by a global
noise amplitude level for that hour, where the global noise level is defined as the quadratic
mean (square root of the mean square) of noise standard deviations at all stations. Note
that one-bit normalization [e.g., Larose et al., 2004] is not applied to the noise data,
because relative amplitudes among the stations are not retained if such a strong non-
linear operation is applied. In addition, we do not apply spectral whitening [e.g., Shapiro
et al., 2006; Bensen et al., 2007] to avoid distorting amplitudes. Thirdly, we obtain
daily CCFs (hereafter called DCCFs) on the vertical-vertical (ZZ), vertical-radial (ZR),
vertical-transverse (ZT), radial-vertical (RZ), and transverse-vertical (TZ) components by
calculating CCFs every 10 minutes and stacking each of them every day for 15 station pairs
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from 6 stations. We average causal and acausal parts of each DCCF to reduce the eﬀect of
anisotropic noise source distributions [Stehly et al., 2006]: We simply average causal and
acausal parts of daily CCFs on the ZZ component and average causal part of ZR (ZT)
and acausal part of RZ (TZ). Finally, these averaged DCCFs are stacked over one year
to further reduce the eﬀect of source anisotropy. Figure 2.1 (b) shows a record section of
these one-year stacked CCFs (ZZ) at the 1-2 Hz band and particle motions on the radial-
vertical plane in the time window around the direct Rayleigh wave arrival. The particle
motions on the radial-vertical plane are retrograde, which means that Rayleigh waves
are predominant on these stacked CCFs. Some wave packets with large amplitude are
recorded before the direct Rayleigh wave arrivals. Most of the station pairs are opposite
sides of the active crater, and those CCFs might be contaminated by volcanic tremors
that occur beneath the crater. We compute mean squared (MS) envelopes by smoothing
squared amplitudes with 4 s (0.5-1 Hz), 2 s (1-2 Hz), or 1 s (2-4 Hz) long time windows.
They are normalized by the envelopes at 25 s in lapse time at the 0.5-1 Hz band and at 35
s at 1-2 Hz and 2-4 Hz bands for coda normalization. We use the sum of the MS envelopes
over three components (ZZ, RZ & ZR, ZT & TZ) in the following analyses, and hereafter
we simply call it observed energy density Eobs.
The best-fit values of the scattering mean free path ℓ and the intrinsic absorption
parameter b (b=IQ−1ω) of Rayleigh wave are estimated by modeling the space-time dis-
tributions of energy densities with the 2-D radiative transfer theory. Here, IQ−1 is the
reciprocal of the intrinsic Q factor and ω is the angular frequency. We use the 2-D ra-
diative transfer equation to calculate synthesized energy densities [e.g., Shang and Gao,
1988; Sato, 1993]:
Esyn(r, t) =
e−ctℓ
−1
2πcr
δ
(
t− r
c
)
+
eℓ
−1(
√
c2t2−r2−ct)
2πℓ
√
c2t2 − r2 H
(
t− r
c
)
. (2.1)
Here c is the Rayleigh wave velocity (we fixed it to 1.15 km/s in the present study), r
is the distance between source and receiver, ℓ is the scattering mean free path, and H is
the Heaviside function. In this study, we also consider an intrinsic absorption parameter
b. An energy density with the spatially homogeneous intrinsic absorption is obtained
by multiplying e−bt with the right-hand-side of equation (2.1). We calculate the sum
of squared residuals (SSR) between observed and synthesized energy densities, Eobs and
Esyn:
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SSR =
6∑
i=1
15∑
j=1
(
Eobs(ti, j)− Esyn(ti, j)
)2
. (2.2)
Here, i is the number of time windows, and j is the number of station pairs. We use Eobs
and Esyn in six time windows (8.5-9 s, 9-9.5 s, 9.5-10 s, 15-16 s, 17-18 s, and 21-22 s). To
estimate both parameters, we use time windows from early, just after direct Rayleigh wave
arrivals, (8.5-9 s, 9-9.5 s and 9.5-10 s) to late (15-16 s, 17-18 s, and 21-22 s) lapse times.
The scattering mean free path is mainly determined by spatial gradients of the energy
densities in the early lapse times which include direct and early coda parts of CCFs. The
intrinsic absorption parameter controls how quickly energy levels decrease from the early
to late lapse times. We determine the values of the parameters ℓ and b that minimize SSR
by the grid search. The search range of ℓ is between 0.4-10 km with an increment of 0.4
km and that of b is between 0.00-0.40 s−1 with an increment of 0.01 s−1.
2.2.2 Results
We estimate the scattering mean free path ℓ and intrinsic absorption parameter b of
Rayleigh wave using 1-year stacked CCFs. These parameters are determined by model-
ing the space-time distributions of energy densities for all 15 station pairs with the 2-D
radiative transfer theory. As shown in Figure 2.2, these 15 pairs have a wide range of
azimuths, and hence the eﬀect of anisotropic noise source distributions will be further re-
duced. Figures 2.3 (a), 2.4 (a), and 2.5 (a) show the results of the grid-search at 0.5-1 Hz,
1-2 Hz, and 2-4 Hz bands, respectively. The 95 % confidence intervals of the estimated ℓ
and b values are 1.6-2.4 km and 0.04-0.06 s−1 at the 0.5-1 Hz, 1.6-2.0 km and 0.08-0.09 s−1
at the 1-2 Hz, and 1.6-3.2 km and 0.16-0.18 s−1 at the 2-4 Hz, respectively. Figures 2.3
(b), 2.4 (b), and 2.5 (b) show space-time distributions of observed energy densities (grey
circles) at the 0.5-1 Hz, 1-2 Hz, and 2-4 Hz bands, respectively. The synthesized energy
densities, shown by red solid curves, are calculated from the best-fit parameters at each
frequency band. We also indicate the theoretical values without intrinsic absorption by
dotted curves for comparison. As shown in Figure 2.3 (a) - Figure 2.5 (a), the value of b is
determined more accurately than that of ℓ. To interpret this result, we compare space-time
distributions of synthesized energy densities for three diﬀerent values of scattering mean
free paths and intrinsic absorption parameters. In Figure 2.6 (a), the synthesized energy
densities from the best-fit value of the scattering mean free path at the 1-2 Hz band (1.6
km) are shown by red curves. Orange and green curves are synthesized energy densities
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from ℓ = 0.53 km (one-third of the best-fit value) and ℓ = 4.8 km (three times of the
best-fit value), respectively. As the scattering mean free path becomes small, the energy
densities at large distance r become smaller due to multiple scattering. The spatial distri-
bution of observed energy densities (grey circles) is a little bit fluctuated, and this leads
to the weak constraint of the scattering mean free path. In Figure 2.6 (b), the synthesized
energy densities from the best-fit value of intrinsic absorption parameter at the 1-2 Hz
band (0.09 s−1) are shown by red curves. Orange and green curves are synthesized energy
densities from b = 0.03 s−1 (one-third of the best-fit value) and b = 0.27 s−1 (three times
of the best-fit value), respectively. Values of b control decay rates of the observed and
synthesized energy densities with lapse times. Accordingly, levels of the observed and syn-
thesized energy densities at respective lapse times are found to be aﬀected by the intrinsic
absorption parameter. This is enhanced especially at late lapse times. Therefore, intrinsic
absorption parameter is strongly constrained by the level of energy densities especially at
late lapse times.
2.2.3 Validation of the method: comparison with the results using
active shot records
To validate the results from our passive method, we compare them with those estimated
from active shot records at Sakurajima. We use seismograms of the shot UR2E in 2013
(see Figure 2.1 (a)) recorded at 6 JMA stations. The source depth of the active shot is
around 60 m, and hence we may compare the results of our passive method and those from
the active shot. Velocity seismograms and MS envelopes at the 1-2 Hz band of the active
shot are shown in Figures 2.7 (a) and (b), respectively. Seismograms have high signal to
noise ratios even at seismic stations far from the shot point because of the dynamite charge
of 200 kg. Particle motions on the radial-vertical plane just after the direct Rayleigh wave
arrival are retrograde, which means that Rayleigh waves are predominant on active shot
seismograms. Figures 2.7 (c) and (d) show the distribution of SSRs at the 1-2 Hz band and
space-time distributions of energy densities, respectively. Here, we use Eobs and Esyn in
the same six time windows as the estimations using seismic ambient noise CCFs. The 95
% confidence intervals were estimated to be 1.2 km and 0.09-0.11 s−1 at the 1-2 Hz band
and 1.6-2.0 km and 0.14-0.16 s−1 at the 2-4 Hz band, respectively. The values estimated
by our passive method and those estimated from active shot records are almost consistent
with each other.
Our results suggest that we can estimate values of ℓ and b without active shot records
or natural earthquakes. In our passive method, those parameters are estimated even at
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the 0.5-1 Hz. On the other hand, the signal to noise level of active shot data is too low
to measure ℓ and b at such a low-frequency range. Since frequency bands below 1 Hz
are widely used in seismic interferometry analyses, our passive method may increase the
applicability of the time-lapse imaging of seismic velocity and seismic scattering property
using seismic ambient noise CCFs and sensitivity kernels.
2.2.4 Eﬀects of spectral whitening and one-bit normalization
Spectral whitening technique and one-bit normalization have been widely used in seismic
interferometry analyses for suppressing earthquakes and persistent monochromatic noise
sources on seismic ambient noise CCFs. Here, we estimate values of ℓ and b using one-
bit normalization and/or spectral whitening. Table 2.1 summarizes the results for four
diﬀerent procedures using (1) temporal flattening, (2) spectral whitening and temporal
flattening, (3) one-bit normalization, and (4) spectral whitening and one-bit normalization.
It is not possible to make a stable measurement of ℓ at the 0.5-1 Hz band in the procedure
(4). The values of b from procedures (3) and (4) are significantly smaller than those from
procedures (1) and (2) for all frequency bands (Figure 2.8).
Figure 2.9 (a) shows MS envelopes of CCFs for station pairs of V.SKRB-V.SKA2,
V.SFT2-V.SKRB, and V.SKA2-V.SKD2. At the 0.5-1 Hz band, MS envelopes from spec-
tral whitening and one-bit normalization (pink lines) for station pairs of V.SKRB-V.SKA2
and V.SFT2-V.SKRB are significant smaller than those from other three procedures. Fig-
ure 2.9 (b) shows space-time distributions of energy densities from the temporal flattening
(blue circles) or from spectral whitening and one-bit normalization (pink circles) at the
0.5-1 Hz band. In the case of using spectral whitening and one-bit normalization, en-
ergy densities for station pairs with short inter-station distances are smaller than those of
the temporal flattening case in early lapse times. Accordingly, the distribution of energy
densities is almost spatially uniform not only in large lapse times but also in early lapse
times. Such small spatial gradient of energy densities should lead the overestimation of
ℓ. In addition, small energy densities for the station pairs with short inter-station dis-
tances in early lapse times cause a slow decrease of energy densities with time and result
in the underestimation of b (see also Figure 2.6). In the temporal flattening, ambient
noise amplitudes at each seismic station are normalized by global noise levels: relative
amplitudes among diﬀerent stations are retained. On the other hand, spectral whitening
technique and one-bit normalization may introduce errors in relative amplitudes. This
can explain the unreliable estimation results. Underestimations of attenuations have been
also reported by numerical simulations [Weaver, 2011a] and real data analyses [Zhang and
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Yang, 2013].
2.2.5 Estimation results from four diﬀerent three-month periods
data
Some previous studies pointed out that anisotropic noise source distributions can bias
attenuation estimates from noise [e.g., Tsai, 2011; Hanasoge, 2013]. Therefore, we also
estimate ℓ and b from CCFs stacked for four diﬀerent three-month periods (Jan.-Apr.,
Apr.-Jun., Jul.-Sep., and Oct.-Dec. in 2014). Figure 2.8 shows the estimated values of
these parameters for the four periods. The blue solid lines represent the results from
temporal flattening. The best-fit values are stable in time: scattering mean free paths
for four periods are estimated to be 2.0 km at 0.5-1 Hz band, 1.6 km-2.0 km at 1-2 Hz,
and 2-4 Hz bands, respectively, and intrinsic absorption parameters are 0.04-0.05 s−1 at
the 0.5-1 Hz band, 0.08-0.10 s−1 at the 1-2 Hz band, and 0.15-0.16 s−1 at the 2-4 Hz
bands, respectively. These results indicate that our results are not significantly aﬀected
by anisotropy that would show up as temporal fluctuations of our estimates due to changes
in the source distribution.
As mentioned in the Data and method section, temporal flattening eﬀectively reduces
temporal fluctuations of spatial variations of seismic ambient noise amplitudes, and this
enables us to estimate scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters stably. Figure 2.10
shows temporal changes of hourly standard deviations of seismic ambient noise amplitudes
at Sakurajima in 2014. Temporal fluctuations of spatial variations of ambient seismic noise
amplitudes may hamper the stable estimations of parameters. We can confirm that the
temporal fluctuations are significantly smaller in the case of temporal flattening than the
other cases, which leads to the stable estimations of parameters.
2.3 Application of the method to two other regions
2.3.1 Application to the focal area of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku
earthquake
We apply the passive method to the focal area of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku
earthquake. The green squares in Figure 2.11 (a) represent 17 Hi-net stations maintained
by the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience (NIED). A
three-component short-period seismometer with a natural frequency of 1 Hz is installed at
each station. All the seismograms are recorded with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. We
apply the passive method to seismic ambient noise data at the 0.5-1 Hz band during the
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year of 2007. We compute CCFs every 10 minutes and calculate DCCFs by stacking these
10-min CCFs every day for 136 pairs from the 17 stations. The 1-year-stacked CCFs are
used to estimate scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters. Figure 2.11 (b) shows
the result of grid-search. The search range of ℓ is between 5-200 km with an increment of
5 km, and that of b is between 0.00-0.10 s−1 with an increment of 0.01 s−1. The best-fit
value of ℓ is estimated to be 30 km and that of b was estimated to be 0.02 s−1. Figure
2.11 (c) shows space-time distributions of observed (gray circles) and synthesized (red solid
lines) energy densities. The scattering mean free path in the focal area of the Iwate-Miyagi
Nairiku earthquake is 1 order larger than those at Sakurajima volcano. These estimated
values are used in chapter 4.
2.3.2 Application to Miyakejima
We apply the passive method to Miyakejima volcano, Japan. The green and blue
squares in Figure 2.12 (a) represent 5 seismometers maintained by JMA or NIED. A
three-component short-period seismometer with a natural frequency of 1 Hz is installed at
each station. All the seismograms are recorded with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. We
apply the passive method to seismic ambient noise data between Jan. 1 and Mar. 31 in
2012 at the 1-2 Hz and 2-4 Hz bands. We compute CCFs every 10 minutes and calculate
DCCFs by stacking these 10-min CCFs every day for 10 pairs from the 5 stations. The 3-
months-stacked CCFs are used to estimate scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters.
Figures 2.12 (b) and (d) show the results of grid-search at the 1-2 Hz and 2-4 Hz bands,
respectively. The search range of ℓ is between 0.4-10 km with an increment of 0.4 km and
that of b is between 0.00-0.30 s−1 with an increment of 0.01 s−1. The best-fit parameters
are estimated to be 1.6 km and 0.12 s−1 at the 1-2 Hz band and 2.0 km and 0.16 s−1 at
the 2-4 Hz band, respectively. Figures 2.12 (c) and (e) show space-time distributions of
observed (gray circles) and synthesized (red solid lines) energy densities. The scattering
mean free paths at Miyakejima are almost the same as those at Sakurajima.
2.4 Discussions
2.4.1 Compiling the two parameters estimated at diﬀerent regions
As mentioned in chapter 1, scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters have been
estimated by many previous studies using the data of natural earthquakes or active shot
records. Figure 2.13 shows the estimated values of scattering and intrinsic attenuation
factors at each frequency in various regions. Q−1sc is the scattering attenuation Q factor
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(Q−1sc = vg0/ω) and Q
−1
I is that of the intrinsic attenuation (Q
−1
I = b/ω). Here, v is the
wave speed and ω is the angular frequency. The gray shaded areas represent value ranges
of Q−1sc and Q
−1
I of S-waves estimated by previous studies using MLTWA, and their study
areas are non-volcanic regions [Sato et al., 2012]. The red, pink, and orange squares on
each panel represent the our results of Rayleigh waves at Sakurajima, the focal area of the
Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthqauke, and Miyakejima. The blue and green squares represent
the results at Asama volcano, Japan [Yamamoto and Sato, 2010] and at Stromboli vol-
cano, Italy [Prudencio et al., 2015], respectively. Their studies used active shot records for
estimations. In terms of intrinsic attenuation, we cannot see such a significant diﬀerence
between volcanic and non-volcanic areas. The estimated Q−1sc values at Sakurajima and
Miyakejima are 2-3 orders larger than those in non-volcanic regions. These results are
almost consistent with those at Asama and Stromboli suggesting that medium hetero-
geneities are strong at shallow parts of these active volcanoes. The estimated Q−1sc value
in the focal area of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake is a bit larger than most of those
values in other non-volcanic regions. In MLTWA, natural earthquakes which occurred at
depths between several kilometers and several tens of kilometers are used. In contrast,
the sources are located at/near the ground surface in the case of our passive method, and
this means that estimated attenuation factors strongly reflect the medium heterogeneities
at shallow regions. Thus, the estimated Q−1sc value from the passive method can be larger
than those from MLTWA.
One of the advantages of our passive method is that the sources are always located
at/near the ground surface. This can allow us to compare estimated values between various
regions and measure temporal changes of attenuations at a target area. In the case of using
natural earthquakes, a spatial bias of hypocenters can aﬀect estimation results.
2.4.2 Note of our passive method
We also estimate scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters in the focal area of the
Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake at the 0.125-0.25 and 0.25-0.5 Hz bands. Figure 2.14
shows the results of the grid-search in these frequency bands. The intrinsic absorption
parameter are estimated to be 0.03-0.04 s−1 at the 0.125-0.25 Hz band and 0.02-0.03 s−1
at the 0.25-0.5 Hz band, respectively. In contrast, scattering mean free paths are not
constrained in these frequency bands. As mentioned in the Data and method section, the
scattering mean free path is mainly determined by spatial gradients of the energy densities
in early lapse times which include direct and early coda parts of CCFs (see also Figure
2.6). In the case of the focal area of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake, the scattering
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mean free paths at the 0.125-0.25 and 0.25-0.5 Hz bands might be longer than the size of
the seismic network used in our estimations. This means that the spatial gradients of the
energy densities can be almost flat within the seismic network, and this may lead to the
weak constraint of the scattering mean free paths. Accordingly it is necessary to use a
larger seismic network in such a weak scattering regime.
2.5 Conclusion
We have proposed a passive method to estimate scattering and intrinsic absorption
parameters by using envelopes of seismic ambient noise CCFs. Applying the method to
seismic ambient noise data at Sakurajima volcano, Japan, we estimated scattering mean
free paths and intrinsic absorption parameters to be 1.6-2.4 km and 0.04-0.06 s−1 at
0.5-1 Hz, 1.6-2.0 km and 0.08-0.09 s−1 at 1-2 Hz, and 1.6-3.2 km and 0.16-0.18 s−1 at
2-4 Hz, respectively. The validity of these results was confirmed at the 1-2 Hz and 2-
4 Hz bands by comparing with these parameters estimated from active shot records at
Sakurajima. We confirmed that temporal flattening technique gives us better estimation
results compared to the one-bit normalization and spectral whitening. This is because
ambient noise amplitudes at each seismic station are normalized by global noise levels on
the temporal flattening technique: the relative amplitudes among diﬀerent stations are
retained.
We also applied the passive method to the focal area of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku
earthquake and Miyakejima volcano, Japan. The scattering mean free path and intrinsic
absorption parameter in the focal area of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake were esti-
mated to be 30 km and 0.02 s −1 at the 0.5-1 Hz band. The scattering mean free paths
were not constrained at the 0.125-0.25 Hz and 0.25-0.5 Hz bands. In the case of Miyake-
jima, the scattering mean free paths were estimated to be 1.6 km at the 1-2 Hz band
and 2.0 km at the 2-4 Hz band, respectively. The intrinsic absorption parameters were
estimated to be 0.12 s−1 at the 1-2 Hz band and 0.16 s−1 at the 2-4 Hz band, respectively.
The estimated scattering mean free paths at Sakurajima and Miyakejima were 2-3 orders
larger than those in non-volcanic regions. On the other hand, there are no significant
diﬀerences between volcanic and non-volcanic areas in the case of the intrinsic absorption
parameters.
Our passive method is applicable even in regions of low seismicity and no active seismic
experiment data, and hence, this method can be widely used to measure the degree of
medium heterogeneities in various regions. Moreover, it will improve the applicability of
the time-lapse imaging using sensitivity kernels.
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Figure 2.1 (a) Spatial distribution of seismometers (green squares) at Sakurajima
volcano located in Kyushu island, Southwestern Japan (red triangle in the upper left
panel). Gray contour lines show the topography of Sakurajima. The red star indicates
the shot point of the active seismic experiment. (b) Record section of stacked CCFs
on the vertical-vertical component at 1-2 Hz. Those CCFs are calculated using seismic
ambient noise data in 2014. The green line indicates the arrival times of the direct
Rayleigh wave whose velocity is assumed to be 1.15 km/s. Right 3 panels are the
examples of particle motions on the radial-vertical plane around the direct Rayleigh
wave arrivals for 3 station pairs.
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Figure 2.2 A histogram of azimuths for station pairs at Sakurajima volcano.
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Figure 2.3 (a) Distribution of the sum of squared residuals (SSR) between observed
and synthesized energy densities at the 0.5-1 Hz. Horizontal and vertical axes are
the scattering mean free path ℓ and intrinsic absorption parameter b. The red cross
indicates the point of the minimum SSR (best-fit), and SSRs on each grid point are
normalized by the minimum one. (b) Spatial distributions of energy densities for
6 time windows in the same frequency band and period of time. Grey circles are
observations which are calculated using envelopes of seismic ambient noise CCFs.
The red solid curves are synthesized ones which are calculated by using 2-D radiative
transfer equation and the best-fit values of the scattering mean free path and intrinsic
absorption parameter. The red dotted curves are synthesized ones without intrinsic
absorption.
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Figure 2.4 Similar to Figure 2.3 but at the 1-2 Hz band.
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Figure 2.5 Similar to Figure 2.3 but at the 2-4 Hz band.
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Figure 2.6 Comparison of spatial distributions of observed and synthesized energy
densities for 6 time windows. Grey circles are observations which are calculated
using envelopes of seismic ambient noise CCFs at the 1-2 Hz band, and three curves
are synthesized ones. (a) Synthesized energy densities for three diﬀerent scattering
mean free paths are shown by orange, red, and green curves. The value of intrinsic
absorption parameter is the same (0.09 s−1) for all three curves. (b) Synthesized
ones for three diﬀerent intrinsic absorption parameters are shown by orange, red, and
green curves. The scattering mean free path is the same (1.6 km) for all three curves.
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Figure 2.7 (a) Velocity seismograms from shot UR2E in 2013 for each seismic station
on the vertical component at the 1-2 Hz band. Green straight line indicates direct
Rayleigh wave arrival times. Two small panels right to the seismograms indicate par-
ticle motions on Radial-Vertical plane in the time windows around the direct Rayleigh
wave arrival. (b) MS envelopes of active shot seismograms which are summed over
the three components (blue lines). Red lines are the best-fit envelopes. The range
of lapse time used in our study is shown by black arrows. (c) Distributions of SSRs
in the grid-search at the 1-2 Hz band. (d) Spatio-temporal distributions of observed
energy densities at the 1-2 Hz band.
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Active shot
Figure 2.8 Estimated values of the scattering mean free paths and intrinsic absorp-
tion parameters by 4 diﬀerent data analysis procedures in 4 diﬀerent time periods.
Blue and orange squares and lines indicate that temporal flattening technique or one-
bit normalization is applied, respectively. Dash lines indicate that spectral whitening
is applied in addition to these time-domain-normalizations. Error bars correspond to
95 % confidence intervals. Red solid and dotted lines indicate the best-fit values and
those of 95 % confidence intervals estimated by using active shot records.
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Figure 2.9 (a) Examples of MS envelopes of CCFs for four diﬀerent procedures at
the 0.5-1 Hz (left three panels) and the 1-2 Hz (right three panels) bands. Green
dotted lines are the best-fit envelopes from the temporal flattening technique. (b)
Spatial distributions of energy densities for 6 time windows in cases of using temporal
flattening or spectral whitening and one-bit normalization at the 0.5-1 Hz and 1-2 Hz
bands.
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Figure 2.10 Time fluctuations of standard deviations of seismic ambient noise am-
plitudes on the vertical component at 6 seismic stations in 2014. These standard
deviations are normalized by their annual means and a moving average with a time
window length of 1 day is applied. Top panel shows time fluctuations after applying
band-pass filters. Middle and bottom panels show those of after applying spectral
whitening and temporal flattening to band-pass filtered seismic ambient noise data,
respectively.
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Figure 2.11 (a) Locations of 17 Hi-net stations (green squares) and the epicenter
of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake (red star). (b) Distribution of sum of
squared residuals (SSR) between the observed and synthesized energy densities at
the 0.5-1 Hz band. (c) Spatial distributions of energy densities for 6 time windows.
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Figure 2.12 (a) Locations of 5 seismic stations (green and blue squares). (b) Dis-
tribution of sum of squared residuals (SSR) between the observed and synthesized
energy densities at the 1-2 Hz band. (c) Spatial distributions of energy densities for
6 time windows at the 1-2 Hz band. (d) Similar to (b) but at the 2-4 Hz band. (e)
Similar to (c) but at the 2-4 Hz band.
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Figure 2.13 Scattering and intrinsic attenuation factors Q−1sc (left) and Q
−1
I (right)
of S-waves in various regions. The gray shaded areas represent value ranges of Q−1sc
and Q−1I in non-volcanic regions [Sato et al., 2012]. Blue squares and green circles
represent estimated values at Asama [Yamamoto and Sato, 2010] and Stromboli [Pru-
dencio et al., 2015], respectively. Note that our results at Sakurajima (red squares and
lines), Iwate-Miyagi (pink), and Miyakejima (orange) are those attenuation factors
of Rayleigh waves.
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Figure 2.14 Estimation results of scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters
around the focal area of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake at the 0.125-0.25 Hz
and 0.25-0.5 Hz bands. Each panel represents the distribution of SSRs between the
observed and synthesized energy densities at the 0.125-0.25 Hz (left) and 0.25-0.5 Hz
(right) bands, respectively.
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Chapter 3
Time lapse imaging of seismic scattering
properties in a weak scattering regime:
Analysis for the northeast part of Japan
during 2008-2012
3.1 Introduction
In recent years, spatial distributions of seismic scattering property changes associated
with volcanic activities and earthquakes have been estimated using seismic ambient noise
CCFs and linear least-squares inversions [e.g., Obermann et al., 2013; Obermann et al.,
2014; Hillers et al., 2015; Machacca et al., 2019]. Obermann et al. [2013] succeeded in
detecting changes in seismic scattering property around the crater of the October 2010
eruption at Piton de la Fournaise, Reunion Island. Obermann et al. [2014] conducted a
time-lapse imaging of seismic scattering properties during 2 years around the focal area
of the 2008 Wenchuan, China, earthquake. They detected changes of seismic scattering
property associated with the earthquake and monsoon seasons by using seismic ambient
noise CCFs at the 1-3 s period band. They interpreted that the coseismic changes can be
directly related to severe damages at shallow depths caused by the mainshock and many
aftershocks. They also attributed seismic scattering property changes in the monsoon
seasons to local eﬀects around the river (change in river load or flooding). Although
seismic interferometry is useful for the time-lapse imaging of seismic scattering properties,
the number of the applications is only a few yet.
The 2008 Mw 6.9 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake occurred on 14 June 2008 (Japan
Standard Time) in the central part of Tohoku region, northeast Japan. The depth of
the hypocenter was approximately 6 km and the focal mechanism of the main shock
was a reverse fault type. The hypocenter of this earthquake is located among the dense
seismic network, Hi-net, which is operated by the National Research Institute for Earth
Science and Disaster Resilience (NIED). Strong ground motions were recorded by KiK-
net accelerometers that were deployed near the epicenter: the peak ground acceleration
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(PGA) reached approximately 4,000 gal [Aoi et al., 2008]. Spatial distributions of seismic
velocity changes have been estimated by some previous studies using seismic interferometry
[e.g., Takagi et al., 2012; Hobiger et al., 2012; Hobiger et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017].
However, there is no previous study that estimated the spatial distribution of seismic
scattering property changes associated with this earthquake. The 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-
Oki earthquake occurred on 11 March 2011 (Japan Standard Time) oﬀ the east coast of
Japan. The depth of the hypocenter was approximately 24 km and the focal mechanism
of the main shock was a thrust type. Many previous studies reported significant seismic
velocity changes associated with the earthquake [e.g., Nakata and Snieder, 2011; Takagi
and Okada, 2012; Brenguier et al., 2014; Nakahara, 2015; Sawazaki et al., 2015]. However,
there is no previous study that estimated the spatial distribution of seismic scattering
property changes in the case of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake, too.
We estimate spatio-temporal changes of seismic scattering properties in the northeast
part of Japan (Tohoku region) from 2008 to 2012 by computing decoherences (wave-
form changes) of seismic ambient noise CCFs. Dense and wide distribution of the high-
sensitivity seismograph network (Hi-net) allows us to conduct time-lapse imaging of seismic
scattering property in a wide area of the northeast part of Japan.
3.2 Data and method
3.2.1 Data and calculation procedure of seismic ambient noise
CCFs
We use seismograms recorded at 121 Hi-net stations that are maintained by NIED (green
squares in Figure 3.1 (a)). A three-component short-period seismometer with a natural
frequency of 1 Hz is installed at each station. All the seismograms are recorded with a
sampling frequency of 100 Hz. We apply seismic interferometry to seismic ambient noise
data on the vertical component during the periods from 2008 to 2012. To improve the
temporal stability of noise records before correlation, we apply one-bit normalization [e.g.,
Larose et al., 2004], which removes some irregular events and preserves the phase of the
signal during this period. In the frequency domain, spectral whitening in the band from
0.08 Hz to 2.0 Hz can decrease the influence of persistent monochromatic noise sources
[e.g, Shapiro et al., 2006; Bensen et al., 2007]. We compute CCFs every hour at 0.125-1 Hz
band and calculate daily CCFs (hereafter called DCCFs) by stacking these hourly CCFs
every day for 7260 station pairs from 121 stations. The obtained DCCFs are considered
to be Green’s functions recorded at one of a station pair from a virtual source at the other
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station of the pair. Figure 3.1 (b) is a record section of CCFs at 0.125-1 Hz band. These
CCFs are computed by stacking DCCFs over 5 years. Rayleigh waves which propagate
with a velocity of about 3 km/s are clearly retrieved. In this study, we use these 5-years-
stacked CCFs as reference CCFs (hereafter called RCCFs). Figure 3.2 shows temporal
changes of daily coherence values over 5 years for 2 station pairs (N.HMNH-N.ONDH and
N.ADTH-N.TSTH). Each blue bar represents a coherence between a RCCF and a 60-days
stacked CCF. The significant decoherences were detected associated with the 2008 Iwate-
Miyagi Nairiku earthquake (red vertical lines) for the station pair of N.HMNH-N.ONDH,
which crosses around the epicenter. In the case of the station pair of N.ADTH-N.TSTH,
there was no significant decoherence related to the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake,
but a clear decoherence was detected associated with the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake.
3.2.2 Imaging method of seismic scattering property changes
As mentioned in chapter 1, a seismic scattering property change causes waveform
changes. Hence, we firstly compute decoherence (1−(coherence)) values. As shown in
Figure 3.2, coherence levels before the earthquake are diﬀerent from diﬀerent station pairs.
For example, the coherences are not high even before the earthquake for the station pair
N.HMNH-N.ONDH whose inter-station distance is long. Therefore, we use diﬀerences
of coherence values before and after the earthquake to focus on the coseismic change of
decoherences: Firstly, we compute decoherence values between the RCCF and each 60-
days-stacked CCF. Secondly, we subtract the decoherence value before the earthquake
from the value after the earthquake:
dcobs12 (t) = |dcobs2 (t)− dcobs1 (t)|. (3.1)
Observed decoherence values for the two periods (dcobs1 (t) and dc
obs
2 (t)) are measured by
sliding 16 s long time windows from 64 s after the direct Rayleigh wave arrival time to 112
s after the direct Rayleigh wave arrival time without overlapping. In this study, we use
later coda part of CCFs to reduce the eﬀect of the temporal changes of noise sources. As
shown in Figure 3.1, Rayleigh waves are predominant in our seismic ambient noise CCFs.
The penetration depth (a quarter of the wavelength) of Rayleigh waves that are used in
our analysis is about 6 km, and hence the observed decoherences are especially sensitive to
structural changes down to this depth. We also compute synthesized decoherence values
using the following relationship [e.g., Larose et al., 2015; Margerin et al., 2016]:
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dcsyn12 (t) =
c∆g12
2
Kdc(x, t;xR,xS). (3.2)
Here, dcsyn12 (t) is a synthsized decoherence value at a lag time t, c is Rayleigh wave veloc-
ity (3 km/s, in this study), ∆g12 is a variation of the scattering coeﬃcient (inverse of the
scattering mean free path) between the Period 1 and 2, and Kdc(x, t;xR,xS) is a decorre-
lation kernel [Margerin et al., 2016]. x, xS, and xR are the locations of a change region,
source, and receiver, respectively. Higher order terms ((∆g12)2, (∆g12)3...) are neglected
by assuming scattering in the change region occurs only once. The decorrelation kernel
is the spatial weighting function for locating seismic scattering property changes and is
defined as follows:
Kdc (x, t;xR,xS) =
∫ t
0
∫
Sd
∫
Sd
I (xR, t− t′;x,n) f (n,n′) I (x, t′,n′;xS) dt′dn′dn
I (xR, t;xS)
. (3.3)
Here, I (x, t′,n′;xS) is a specific intensity. This represents the energy flux along a direction
n′ at x at the lapse time of t′ (see also Figure 3.3 (a)). I (xR, t− t′;x,n) represents the
intensity at xR at the lapse time of t − t′ which is radiated from x along the direction
n (see also Figure 3.3 (b)). f (n,n′) is a phase function which represents a scattering
in the change region. I(xR, t;xS) represents total intensity which represents all energy
transportations from the source to the receiver at the lapse time of t (see also Figure
3.3 (c)). By using reciprocity and assuming the isotropic scattering in the change region
(f (n,n′) = 1/Sd), we obtain the following relationship by integrating the numerator of
equation (3.3) over all directions:
Kdc (x, t;xR,xS) =
∫ t
0 I(xR, t− t′;x)I(x, t′;xS)dt′
I(xR, t;xS)
. (3.4)
Here, I(x, t′;xS) is the energy propagator from the source to the change region, and
I(xR, t−t′;x) is that from the change region to the receiver. As mentioned above, Rayleigh
waves are predominant in seismic ambient noise CCFs. Therefore, energy propagators
I(xR, t;xS), I(x, t′;xS), and I(xR, t− t′;x) are calculated using the 2-D radiative transfer
model for scalar waves assuming isotropic scattering and source radiation in an infinite
medium are used in this study [e.g., Shang and Gao, 1988; Sato, 1993]. The energy
propagator is described as follows:
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I(r, t) =
e−ctg0
2πcr
δ
(
t− r
c
)
+ g0
eg0(
√
c2t2−r2−ct)
2π
√
c2t2 − r2 H
(
t− r
c
)
. (3.5)
Here, r is the distance between source and receiver, g0 is the total scattering coeﬃcient,
and H is the Heaviside function. In our study, we also consider an intrinsic absorption
parameter b. An energy propagator for the spatially homogeneous intrinsic absorption
is obtained by multiplying e−bt with the right-hand-side of Equation (3.5). To calculate
sensitivity kernels, the values of scattering coeﬃcient and intrinsic absorption parameter in
a study area are necessary. The target area of this study extends widely, about 500 km in
the north-south and about 250 km in the east-west directions, and some previous studies
reported strong regional dependence of those parameters in Japan [e.g., Hoshiba, 1993;
Carcole´ and Sato, 2010]. Such spatial nonuniformity of scattering coeﬃcient and intrinsic
absorption parameter makes the calculation of sensitivity kernels practically diﬃcult in
terms of a calculation cost. Although scattering mean free paths at the frequency band
lower than 0.5 Hz are not yet determined, they will be more than 100 km (see also Figure
2.14). In the present study, we fix the scattering mean free path and intrinsic absorption
parameter over the study area to 100 km and 0.04 s−1, respectively. Figure 3.4 shows
an example of the sensitivity kernel for the station pair of N.ICEH-N.KMYH. On the
sensitivity kernel, there are two peaks around two seismic stations. This means that if
a change region of seismic scattering is located close to the stations, large decoherences
should occur.
We apply the linear least-squares inversion using the following equation to estimate ∆g
values:
d = Gm, (3.6)
di = dc
obs
i , Gij =
c∆s
2
Kij ,mj = ∆gj . (3.7)
d is a data vector of which each component di corresponds to an observed decoherence
value for each station pair and lag time. G is a matrix of which each component Gij
corresponds to the sensitivity kernel Kij for station pair i in cell j that is evaluated at
each lag time and is weighted by the surface area of the cells∆s and Rayleigh wave velocity
c. m is a model vector, for which each component mj contains the ∆g for each small cell
j. In this study, we divide the study area into 355 small cells with a size of 0.15◦ × 0.15◦
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and estimate ∆g values for all small cells (Figure 3.5). As mentioned in chapter 1, the
size of small cells should be set to be smaller than the scattering mean free path so that
the scattering occurs only once within each small cell to linearize inverse problems. We
estimate the model vector m by using an ordinary linear least-squares inversion with ℓ2
norm regularization which minimizes the following objective function:
F =
1
2
||d−Gm||22 + λ||m||2. (3.8)
The first term of equation (3.8) is the sum of squared residuals (SSRs) between observed
and synthesized decoherence values. The second term is the ℓ2 norm of a model vector
and λ is a hyperparameter. Here, the optimal value of λ is determined by using a trade-oﬀ
curve between the first and second terms of the right-hand side of equation (3.8).
3.3 Results
In this study, we use station pairs whose inter-station distances are shorter than 100
km (after the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake; Jun. 15 2008 - Mar. 8 2011) or 150 km
(after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake; Mar. 12 2011 - Nov. 10 2011). Moreover, we select
decoherence values according to signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of 60-days-stacked CCFs.
A Root-Mean-Square (RMS) amplitude of a CCF from -195 s to -190 s and +190 s and
+195 s in lag times is defined as a noise level. The RMS amplitude of a CCF for each 16
s long time window is defined as a signal level. We only use decoherence values from time
windows whose SNRs are larger than 2.0 (Jun. 15 2008 - Mar. 8 2011) or 2.5 (Mar. 12
2011 - Nov. 10 2011). Figures 3.6-3.8 show spatial distributions of ∆g values for respective
60-days long time periods since the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake. Just after the
Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake, the region with a large ∆g value is estimated around
the epicenter of the main shock, and its ∆g value is 5.7×10−4 km−1 (∆g/g0 = 5.7 %)
at a maximum (Figure 3.6 (a)). In the following two time periods (Figures 3.6 (b) and
(c)), such regions of large changes are not estimated. The maximum ∆g values in these
periods are 1.3×10−4 km−1 and 1.4×10−4 km−1, respectively. This indicates that the
large seismic scattering property change around the epicenter already recovered.
Just after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Figure 3.7 (i)), regions of large seismic scattering
property changes are located around some active volcanoes in Tohoku region (black trian-
gles): The maximum ∆g is estimated around Bandai volcano, and its value is estimated to
be 3.6×10−4 km−1 (∆g/g0 = 3.6 %). Moreover, 3.4×10−4 km−1 and 3.1×10−4 km−1 of
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∆g values are estimated at the south of Iwate volcano and at the east of Naruko volcano.
In the case of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake, the large seismic scattering prop-
erty change around the epicenter disappeared after 60 days from the mainshock. On the
other hand, in the case of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, the regions of large seismic
scattering property changes around the active volcanoes still remained after 60 days from
the mainshock: The maximum change is located to the west of the Kurikoma volcano in
the period between May 12 and Jul. 11 in 2011 (Figure 3.8 (a)). In the next period (Jul.
12 and Sep. 10 in 2011; right panel in Figure 3.8 (b)), the maximum change is located
to the west of the Bandai volcano. The maximum ∆g value in these periods is 2.5×10−4
km−1.
Figures 3.9 (a) and (b) show the observed and synthesized decoherence values for all
station pairs and lag times in time periods just after the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake
(Jun. 15 - Aug. 14 in 2008) and the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Mar. 12 - May 11 in 2011).
Synthesized decoherence values are calculated using the estimated model parameters and
decorrelation kernels. The observed decoherences show spiky-shaped variations, and syn-
thesized ones cannot necessarly explain such spiky-shaped parts. However, synthesized
decoherences capture the whole features of observed ones.
3.4 Discussions
3.4.1 Recovery tests
To check the reliability of our inversion results, we conduct recovery tests. Figure
3.10 (a) and (b) show input models of the recovery tests. We input ∆g value of 0.001
km−1 (∆g/g0=10 %) to only four small cells around the epicenter of the Iwate-Miyagi
Nairiku earthquake or around the Bandai volcano. Input ∆g values for the other small
cells are zero. Firstly, we compute synthesized decoherence values for this input model
using equation (3.2). Secondary, we add noises to these synthesize decoherences:
dcsyn
′
i (t) = dc
syn
i (t) + εi. (3.9)
Here, dcsyni (t) is the synthesized decoherence value from the input model for a station pair
i. εi is the noise term and is sampled from a gaussian distribution εi ∼ N(0,σ2i ), which
is defined for each station pair. We compute coherence values between a RCCF and 60-
days-stacked CCFs during 5 years, and calculate a variance of these coherence values for
each station pair. Here, we do not use 60-days-stacked CCFs just after the Iwate-Miyagi
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Nairiku earthquake and the Tohoku-Oki earthquake. We use the variance as σ2i for each
station. Thirdly, we estimate a spatial distribution of ∆g values using dcsyn
′
i (t) as input
data. We repeat the same estimation for 50 times with changing dcsyn
′
i (t).
Figures 3.10 (c) and (d) show the estimation results for each input model. The input
change regions are almost recovered. The ∆g values shown in Figure 3.10 (c) are aver-
aged for 50 estimations. The ∆g value around the epicenter of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku
earthquake is estimated to be 8.1×10−4±1.4×10−5 km−1, and this value is 81 % of the
input value (0.001 km−1). The ∆g value around the Bandai volcano is estimated to be
8.0×10−4±2.1×10−5 km−1, and this value is 80 % of the input value. Figure 3.10 (e) shows
the histogram of estimated ∆g values around the epicenter of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku
earthquake. The red line represents the input ∆g value at this small cell. These estimated
∆g values are always smaller than the input value. The maximum and minimum value of
estimated ∆g values are 7.8×10−4 km−1 and 8.4×10−4 km−1, respectively. Figure 3.10 (f)
shows the histogram of estimated ∆g values around the Bandai volcano. The maximum
and minimum estimated ∆g values are 7.6×10−4 km−1 and 8.5×10−4 km−1, respectively.
The results of those recovery tests indicate that the regions of large seismic scattering
property changes, which are estimated around the epicenter of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi
Nairiku earthquake and around the Bandai volcano, are reliable.
3.4.2 Comparison with other observations
In some previous studies, seismic velocity reductions related to the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi
Nairiku earthquake were detected by seismic interferometry analyses [e.g., Takagi et al.,
2012; Hobiger et al., 2012; Hobiger et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017]. Takagi et al. [2012]
reported about 0.3-0.4 % of Rayleigh wave velocity decreases at the southern part of
the fault zone in the 0.25-0.5 Hz band. Hobiger et al. [2012] detected about 0.6 %
velocity decreases at a maximum in the 0.5-1 Hz band around the south of the epicenter.
These previous studies compared seismic velocity changes with peak ground acceleration
(PGA), and concluded that such large seismic velocity decreases were caused by the strong
ground motion. A large coseismic slip at the south of the epicenter was detected by
GNSS observations [e.g., Ohta et al., 2008; Iinuma et al., 2009]. Figure 3.11 (a) shows
spatial distribution of ∆g values around the focal area of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku
earthquake. The gray rectangles in Figure 3.11 (a) represent the fault planes estimated by
Ohta et al. [2008]. The slip amounts were estimated to be 1.8 m for the northern fault plane
and 3.5 m for the southern one, respectively. The region of the largest ∆g overlaps with
the southern fault planes, suggesting a possibility that the large fault slip caused seismic
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scattering property changes. Suzuki et al. [2010] estimated the fault slip distribution by
waveform inversions using strong-motion data recorded at K-NET and KiK-net stations.
The maximum slip was estimated to be 6.2 m for the area approximately 10 km to the
south of the main shock, and this region is well consistent with the region of the largest
∆g. The region of large slip extended from about 1 km to 6 km at depth. The penetration
depth (a quarter of the wavelength) of Rayleigh waves that are used in our analysis is
about 6 km. This result also supports our interpretation that a large structural change
due to the large slip might have caused seismic scattering property changes. Figure 3.11
(b) shows the spatial distribution of PGAs observed at K-NET and KiK-net stations. An
accelerometer located near the epicenter recorded a strong motion of approximately 4,000
gal [Aoi et al., 2008], and that is consistent with the region of large seismic scattering
property changes. The change region of large seismic scattering property changes includes
Kurikoma volcano. The crustal fluid will exist beneath the active volcano, and it can have
caused the seismic scattering property changes. Moreover, landslides occurred around
Kurikoma volcano associated with the earthquake. Such an area of material weakness can
be related to the seismic scattering property changes.
In the case of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, the change regions of large seismic
scattering properties were located around active volcanoes in Tohoku region. Figure 3.12
shows the spatial distribution of PGAs. The region of large PGAs extends near the eastern
coastline, and this distribution is not consistent with that of the region of large seismic
scattering property changes. Therefore, we interpret that significant seismic scattering
property changes associated with this earthquake have not been caused by strong ground
motion. Brenguier et al. [2014] succeeded in detecting about 0.1 % seismic velocity
decreases along the volcanic front associated with the Tohoku-Oki earthquake by using
seismic interferometry. They interpret that dynamic stress changes related to the passing
of seismic waves caused such coseismic velocity reductions as related to the mechanical
weakening of the pressurized crust. Our results of spatial distributions of seismic scattering
property changes are more localized in the vicinities of some active volcanoes than the
results of Brenguier et al. [2014]. Significant volcanic subsidences associated with the 2011
Tohoku-Oki earthquake were detected by analyses of interferometric synthetic aperture
radar (InSAR) data [Takada and Fukushima, 2013]. The amount of these subsidences
were 5-15 cm with horizontal dimensions of up to 15-20 km. They were interpreted that
magmatic and hot plutonic bodies beneath the volcanoes had deformed and subsided in
response to stress changes associated with the earthquake. Our results and the results of
these previous studies suggest that significant structural changes occurred beneath active
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volcanoes in Tohoku region associated with the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake.
There are many possible causes of seismic scattering property changes associated with
the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. It is still
diﬃcult to identify the cause of seismic scattering property changes. Estimating space-time
changes of seismic scattering properties for various earthquakes and volcanic activities is
important to improve our understanding of seismic scattering property changes.
3.4.3 Spatial distributions of seismic scattering property changes
in quiet periods
As we can see in Figures 3.6-3.8, regions of large seismic scattering property changes are
also estimated in some time periods when no large earthquakes occurred. Figures 3.13 (a)
and (c) show the spatial distributions of ∆g values in the period of Dec. 16 2009 - Feb. 14
2010 and Nov. 7 2010 - Jan. 6 2011, respectively. In these periods, regions of large seismic
scattering property changes were estimated at the southwest part of Tohoku region. The
maximum value of ∆g in those periods are about 3.0×10−4 km−1 (∆g/g0=3.0 %). This
value is about 83 % of that of just after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. We compare
the spatial distributions of ∆g values in those periods with precipitations. Figures 3.13
(b) and (d) show the spatial distributions of precipitations in the same periods. In winter
seasons, precipitations during 60 days in the southwest part of Tohoku region become over
1000 mm due to heavy snowfalls. Figures 3.13 (e) shows standard deviations of monthly
precipitations over 5 years. Seasonal variations are especially strong in the southwest part
of Tohoku region. The regions of large seasonal precipitations are almost consistent with
the regions of large seismic scattering property changes. In other region, Obermann et al.
[2014] detected significant seismic scattering property changes at the south of the focal
area of the 2008 Wenchuan, China, earthquake in monsoon seasons. They interpreted that
change in river load or flooding by heavy rainfalls caused the seismic scattering property
changes.
Except for the significant seismic scattering property changes in the southwest part
of Tohoku region, we can find seismic scattering property changes in the northern part
and eastern part of Tohoku region (Figures 3.13 (a) and (c)). Those change regions are
estimated in many time periods. Figures 3.14 (a) and (b) show spatial distributions of
mean and standard deviation of ∆g values over 5 years. We compute these values of
each 60-days-long period. ∆g values in the time periods just after the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi
Nairiku earthquake (Jun. 15 - Aug. 14 in 2008) and the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake
(Mar. 12 - May 11 in 2011) are not used for the calculations of mean and standard
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deviation values. Therefore, those figures indicate background ∆g values during 5 years
and seasonal variations, respectively. The mean ∆g values in the north part of Tohoku
region and in the east part of Tohoku region are about 1.4×10−4 km−1 (∆g/g0 = 1.4 %)
at a maximum. On the other hand, the standard deviations of ∆g values in this region are
quite smaller than that in the southwest part of Tohoku region. This means that seismic
scattering property changes in the northern part of Tohoku region are not seasonal changes
like those in the southwest part of Tohoku region, suggesting that possible causes of the
seismic scattering changes in these two regions are diﬀerent. Regarding seismic velocities,
the eﬀects of external environmental perturbations have been reported by many previous
studies: rainfall [e.g., Sens-Scho¨nfelder and Wegler, 2006; Meier et al., 2010; Tsai, 2011],
thermoelastic stress [e.g., Meier et al., 2010; Hillers et al., 2015], ocean loading [e.g., Wang
et al., 2017], snow loading [e.g., Hatovec-Ellis et al., 2014], and atmospheric pressure [Silver
et al., 2007]. Evaluating such meteorological eﬀects will be important for interpreting
seismic scattering property changes as well.
3.5 Conclusion
Applying seismic interferometry to the seismic ambient noise data in the northeast
part of Japan at the 0.125-1 Hz band, we estimated spatio-temporal changes of seismic
scattering properties from 2008 to 2012 using linear least-squares inversions with sensitivity
kernels. We succeeded in detecting large seismic scattering property changes around the
epicenter of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake. The maximum ∆g value was
5.7×10−4 km−1 (∆g/g0 = 5.7 %). Structural changes due to the large fault slip and/or
the strong ground motion may have introduced the large seismic scattering property change
in the shallow medium to the south of the epicenter. We also detected significant seismic
scattering property changes around some active volcanoes in Tohoku region associated with
the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. The maximum change was estimated around Bandai
volcano and its ∆g value was 3.6×10−4 km−1 (∆g/g0 = 3.6 %). Significant seismic
velocity changes and subsidences around active volcanoes in Tohoku region associated
with the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake have been reported by some previous studies. Our
results also suggest that significant structural changes occurred beneath active volcanoes
in Tohoku region associated with the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. In the southwest
part of Tohoku region, strong seasonal seismic scattering property changes were detected.
The maximum ∆g value was estimated to be 3.0×10−4 (∆g/g0=3.0 %) in winter. These
regions were correlated with those of large precipitations. Evaluating such a meteorological
eﬀect on seismic scattering property changes should be important to interpret results of
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time-lapse imagings.
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Figure 3.1 (a) Locations of 121 Hi-net stations (green squares). The epicenter of
the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake is indicated by the red star at the center
of the figure and that of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake is indicated by the red star
at the right of the figure. (b) Record section of seismic ambient noise CCFs in the
0.125-1 Hz band. These CCFs are computed by stacking daily CCFs over 5 years
(2008-2012).
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Figure 3.2 (a) Temporal changes of coherences for station pairs of N.HMNH-
N.ONDH (top) and N.ATDH-N.TSTH (bottom). Each blue horizontal bars represent
a coherence between a RCCF (5-years-stacked CCF) and 60-days-stacked CCF. The
red vertical lines represent the times of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake
and the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. (b) Locations of seismic stations that are used
in (a).
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Figure 3.3 Schematic illustration of each intensity in equation (3.3). The black
circles represents scatterers. The gray ellipses represent change regions of seis-
mic scattering properties. (a) Specific intensity I (x, t′,n′;xS). (b) Intensity
I (xR, t− t′;x,n). (c) Total intensity I(xR, t;xS).
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Figure 3.4 An example of the decorrelation kernel for the station pair of N.ICEH-
N.KMYH at 110.69 s in lag time. The kernel is calculated assuming the scattering
mean free path and intrinsic absorption parameter of Rayleigh wave to be 100 km
and 0.04 s−1, respectively.
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Figure 3.5 Distributions of grid points for linear-least squares inversions (gray
crosses). The interval between each grid point is 0.15◦. The open circles represent
Hi-net stations used in this study.
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Figure 3.6 Spatial distributions of ∆g values for nine 60-days-long periods since the
2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake. Solid and open circles on each panel represent
active volcanoes and Hi-net stations in the Tohoku region, respectively.
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Figure 3.7 Spatial distributions of ∆g values for the next nine periods.
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Figure 3.8 Spatial distributions of ∆g values for the next nine periods.
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2011/03/12-2011/05/112008/06/15-2008/08/14
Figure 3.9 (a) Observed (blue) and synthesized (red) decoherence values for all sta-
tion pairs and lag times in the period of Jun. 15 - Aug. 14 in 2008 (just after the 2008
Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake). The synthesized decoherence values are computed
using estimated ∆g values and decorrelation kernels. (b) Those in the period of Mar.
12 - May 11 in 2011 (just after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake).
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Figure 3.10 (a) Input model of the recovery tests. ∆g value of 0.001 km−1
(∆g/g0=10 %) is input to only four small cells around the epicenter of the Iwate-
Miyagi Nairiku earthquake. Input ∆g values for the other small cells are zero. (b)
Input model which is inputted ∆g value of 0.001 km−1 to four small cells around the
Bandai volcano. (c)-(d) The result of the recovery tests for each input model. ∆g
values shown in the figure are averaged for 50 estimations. (e)-(f) The histogram of
estimated ∆g values for each input model. These ∆g values are averaged ones for the
four small cells. The red vertical line represents the input ∆g value (0.001 km−1) to
these small cells.
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Figure 3.11 (a) Spatial distribution of ∆g values around the focal area of the 2008
Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake. The two subfaults estimated by Ohta et al [2008]
are shown by the gray rectangles. (b) Peak ground acceleration (PGA) associated
with the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake observed at K-NET and KiK-net
stations. The PGA is the maximum amplitude of the three-component vector.
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Figure 3.12 PGA associated with the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake.
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Figure 3.13 (a) Spatial distribution of ∆g values in the period of Dec. 16 2009 - Feb.
14 2010. (b) Precipitations during the same period of (a). (c) Spatial distribution of
∆g values in the period of Nov. 7 2010 - Jan. 6 2011. (d) Precipitations during the
same period of (c). (e) Standard deviations of monthly precipitations over 5 years.
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Figure 3.14 (a) Spatial distribution of mean ∆g values over 5 years. (b) Spatial
distribution of standard deviation of ∆g values over 5 years. On the calculations of
mean and standard deviation values, ∆g values in the time periods just after the
2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake (Jun. 15 - Aug. 14 in 2008) and the 2011
Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Mar. 12 - May 11 in 2011) are not used.
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Chapter 4
Sparse modeling of seismic ambient noise
CCFs for time-lapse imaging in a weak
scattering regime: Application to the 2008
Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku, Japan, earthquake
4.1 Introduction
In recent years, spatial distributions of seismic scattering property changes associated
with volcanic activities or earthquakes have been estimated using seismic ambient noise
CCFs and linear least-squares inversions [e.g., Obermann et al., 2013; Obermann et al.,
2014; Hillers et al., 2015; Machacca et al., 2019]. We also estimated spatio-temporal
changes of seismic scattering properties in the northeast part of Japan in chapter 3. Al-
though locating change regions of seismic velocities and seismic scattering properties is
important for the structural monitoring, a large number of seismic stations are necessary
to estimate spatial distributions of medium changes. For example, Obermann et al. [2013]
used 19 broadband seismic stations that are deployed in the area with about 15 km in
the east-west and 10 km in the north-south directions. Obermann et al. [2014] used 114
seismic stations in the target area (29◦ to 32◦N and 100◦ to 105◦E). Conducting such
estimations is not easy in the regions where only a small number of stations are set up.
Sparse modeling is a technique that enables us to determine model parameters from a
small data set by imposing ℓ1 norm regularization [Tibshirani, 1996]. The ℓ1 norm regu-
larization approaches have been applied in reflection seismology problems in the last four
decades [e.g., Claerbout and Muir, 1973; Santosa and Symes, 1986]. In recent years, these
techniques have been used for locating seismic sources or geodetic inversions [e.g., Yao
et al., 2011; Evans and Meade, 2012; Nakata et al., 2016]. Yao et al. [2011] located the
distribution of source powers during the rupture of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki, Japan, earth-
quake from teleseismic P-waves recorded by an array of stations in the United States.
Their estimation results of the source power distribution at the 0.5-1 and 0.2-0.5 Hz bands
shared similar features as back-projection results by other previous studies that revealed
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dominant seismic energy radiation in the down-dip. They also confirmed that the source
power distributions at the 0.1-0.2 and 0.05-0.1 Hz bands were almost consistent with slip
inversion results from seismic data and geodetic data that revealed dominant large-slip
patches close to the trench. Evans and Meade [2012] estimated spatial distributions of
coseismic slip and postseismic afterslip associated with the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake
using Global Navigation Satellite System data and the sparse modeling. They compared
results from the sparse modeling with those from the damped least squares inversion, and
showed that the sparse modeling recovered more compact and sharply varying slip distri-
butions than those from the damped least squares inversion. They concluded that such a
sharp image allows quantitative assessments of the spatial relationship between coseismic
slip and the rest of the earthquake cycle. There are such previous studies that applied
the sparse modeling for locating seismic sources or geodetic inversions, however, there
seems no previous study which applied this technique to estimate the spatial distribution
of seismic scattering property changes.
The 2008 Mw 6.9 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake occurred on 14 June 2008 (Japan
Standard Time) in the central part of Tohoku region in northeast Japan. We already esti-
mated spatial distributions of seismic scattering property changes associated with this
earthquake in chapter 3 and succeeded in detecting large seismic scattering property
changes around the epicenter of the main shock from the data of 121 seismic stations.
In this chapter, we conduct the imaging of scattering property using sparse modeling with
only 17 seismic stations. An ordinary linear least-squares inversion with ℓ2 norm regu-
larization is also applicable to the data from 17 seismic stations. Hence, we can directly
compare results from sparse modeling and those from the linear least-squares inversion
with the ℓ2 norm regularization. Moreover, we can explore the applicability of the sparse
modeling by changing the numbers and distributions of seismic stations.
4.2 Data and method
4.2.1 Calculation procedure of seismic ambient noise CCFs
We use seismograms recorded at 17 Hi-net stations maintained by NIED which are shown
by green squares in Figure 4.1 (a). A three-component short-period seismometer with a
natural frequency of 1 Hz is installed at each station. All the seismograms are recorded
with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. We apply seismic interferometry to the seismic am-
bient noise data on the vertical component during the years of 2007 and 2008. Firstly, we
filter seismic ambient noise records at the 0.5-1 Hz band and select 10 minute-long data
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having amplitudes of smaller than 10 times the average Root-Mean-Square amplitude of
seismic ambient noise recorded in 2007. Secondly, we apply temporal flattening technique
[Weaver, 2011] and spectral whitening [e.g., Shapiro et al., 2006; Bensen et al., 2007] for
suppressing the influence of earthquakes and persistent monochromatic noise sources on
seismic ambient noise CCFs. Thirdly, we compute CCFs every 10 minutes and calcu-
late daily CCFs (hereafter called DCCFs) by stacking these 10-min CCFs every day for
136 pairs from 17 stations. The obtained DCCFs are considered to be Green’s functions
recorded at one of a station pair from a virtual source at the other station of the pair.
Figure 4.1 (b) is a record section of CCFs at the 0.5-1 Hz band. These CCFs are com-
puted by stacking DCCFs over 1 year in 2017. The wave packets of Rayleigh waves whose
propagating speed is about 3 km/s can be seen. In this study, we use these 1-year-stacked
CCFs as reference CCFs (hereafter called RCCFs). Figure 4.2 shows temporal changes of
coherence values over 2 years for 4 station pairs (N.ICEH-N.NRKH, N.OGCH-N.ICEH,
N.HMSH-N.SMTH, and N.OGCH-N.TAJH). These coherence values are computed be-
tween the RCCF and 10-days stacked CCFs with sliding 10-days-long time windows by
1 day. Those coherence values are average ones for negative and positive lag times, from
16 s after the direct Rayleigh wave arrival time to 64 s after the direct Rayleigh wave ar-
rival time (48 s long). Large decoherences were detected associated with the Iwate-Miyagi
Nairiku earthquake (red lines). The pink solid lines represent mean coherence values before
the earthquake (Jan. 1 2007 - Jun. 13 2008), and pink dashed lines represent the mean co-
herence minus three times standard deviations (3σ). The station pairs N.ICEH-N.NRKH
and N.OGCH-N.ICEH show sharp decoherences associated with the earthquake. More-
over, the coherences gradually increased after the earthquake, and recovered to around
the mean coherences within one month after the earthquake. In contrast, we cannot find
such significant decoherences for the station pairs of N.HMSH-N.SMTH and N.OGCH-
N.TAJH, which do not cross around the epicenter or both of stations are located far from
the epicenter.
4.2.2 Imaging method of seismic scattering property changes
A seismic scattering property change causes waveform changes. We firstly calculate
observed decoherence values. As shown in Figure 4.2, the coherence levels before the
earthquake are diﬀerent from diﬀerent station pairs. For example, the coherences are not
good even before the earthquake for the station pair of N.OGCH-N.TAJH whose inter-
station distance is long. Therefore we use diﬀerences of coherence values before and after
the earthquake to focus on the coseismic change of decoherences: we compute decoherence
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values between RCCFs and stacked CCFs in 1 May 2008 - 13 Jun. 2008 (hereafter called
Period I) and in 15 Jun. 2008 - 31 Jul. 2008 (Period II), respectively. Absolute values of
diﬀerences of decoherence values in Period I and Period II are computed as follows:
dcobs12 (t) =
∣∣∣dcobs2 (t)− dcobs1 (t)∣∣∣. (4.1)
Observed decoherence values for the two periods (dcobs1 (t) and dc
obs
2 (t)) are measured by
sliding a 16 s long time windows from 16 s after the direct Rayleigh wave arrival time to 64 s
after the direct Rayleigh wave arrival time without overlapping. This is because Obermann
et al. [2016] calculated the lapse-time-dependence of energy partition ration between body
waves and surface waves, and they pointed out that surface waves were predominant until
eight times the mean free time in lapse time. We also calculate synthesized decoherence
values using the following relationship [e.g., Larose et al., 2015; Margerin et al., 2016]:
dcsyn12 (t) =
c∆g12
2
Kdc(x, t;xR,xS). (4.2)
Here, dcsyn12 (t) is a synthsized decoherence value at a lag time t, c is Rayleigh wave ve-
locity (c is fixed to 3 km/s in this study), ∆g12 is a variation of the scattering coeﬃcient
(inverse of the scattering mean free path) between Period I and II, and Kdc(x, t;xR,xS)
is a decorrelation kernel [Margerin et al., 2016]. x, xS, and xR are the locations of a
change region, source, and receiver, respectively. The decorrelation kernel is the spatial
weighting function for locating seismic scattering property changes and is calculated using
the following equation:
Kdc (x, t;xR,xS) =
∫ t
0 I(xR, t− t′;x)I(x, t′;xS)dt′
I(xR, t;xS)
. (4.3)
Here, I(xR, t;xS) is an energy propagator based on the 2-D radiative transfer model for
scalar waves which assumes isotropic scattering and source radiation in an infinite medium
[e.g., Shang and Gao, 1988; Sato, 1993] (see equation (2.1)). To calculate sensitivity
kernels, the values of scattering coeﬃcient and intrinsic absorption parameter in the study
area are necessary. The mean free path (inverse of the scattering coeﬃcient) and the
intrinsic absorption parameter in the focal area of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake
were estimated to be 30 km and 0.02 s−1 at the 0.5-1 Hz band as shown in chapter 2. Figure
4.3 shows an example of a sensitivity kernel for the station pair of N.OGCH-N.ICEH. On
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the sensitivity kernel, there are two peaks around two seismic stations. This means that
if a change region of seismic scattering is located close to the station, large decoherences
should occur.
We apply a linear least-squares inversion using the following equation to estimate ∆g
values:
d = Gm, (4.4)
di = dc
obs
i , Gij =
c∆s
2
Kij ,mj = ∆gj (4.5)
d is a data vector of which each component di corresponds to observed decoherence values
for each station pair and lag time. G is a matrix of which each component Gij corresponds
to the sensitivity kernel Kij for the station pair i in the cell j that is evaluated at each
lag time and is weighted by the surface area of the cells ∆s, and Rayleigh wave velocity
c. m is a model vector of which each component mj contains the ∆g for the small cell
j. In this study, we estimate the model vector m which minimizes the following objective
function:
F =
1
2
||d−Gm||22 + λ||m||1. (4.6)
The first term of the right-hand side of equation (4.6) is the sum of squared residuals (SSRs)
between observed and synthesized decoherence values. The second term of the right-hand
side is the ℓ1 norm of a model vector and λ is a hyperparameter. The optimization using
ℓ1 norm regularization [e.g., Tibshirani, 1996] is also called ”Sparse modeling”. In sparse
modeling, most of the model parameters are estimated to be zero. This means that we
can reduce the number of the model parameters, and hence we can estimate a model
vector from a small data set. Figures 4.4 (a) and (b) are schematic pictures for the sparse
modeling and ℓ2 norm regularization in a 2-D case, respectively. The blue ellipses represent
the contours of the SSRs and the red diamond and circle represent the constraint of the ℓ1
norm and ℓ2 norm, respectively. The minimum point of the objective function (green star)
is the intersection of the ellipse and the diamond/circle. In the case of sparse modeling,
the diamond region is more likely to produce an intersection that has one component of
the solution is zero. This is because diamonds are convex so that it is easier to intersect
with an ellipse at an apex.
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In the ℓ1 norm regularization, the second term of the right-hand side of equation (4.6)
is nondiﬀerentiable. Therefore we use the Iterative Shrinkage Thresholding Algorithm
(ISTA) [e.g., Beck and Teboulle, 2009] and minimize the objective function by repeating
the following procedure:
mk+1 = Sγ(mk − γ∇f(mk)). (4.7)
mk is the estimated model vector on the k-th iteration. f is the first term of the R-
H-S of equation (4.6), and it is the diﬀerentiable function (∇f(mk) = GT (Gmk − d)).
mk−γ∇f(mk) (in the bracket of Sγ) is a gradient descent, and γ (>0) is a step size. The
ISTA will converge when the step size γ ∈ (0, 1/L] is used [e.g., Parikh and Boyd, 2013].
Here, L is a Lipschitz constant. A maximum eigenvalue of the matrix GTG is used as the
Lipschitz constant L in the ISTA [e.g., Beck and Teboulle, 2010]. On the ISTA, most of
the model parameters are kept to be zero due to the following soft-thresholding function
(Figure 4.4 (c)):
Sγ(v) =
{
v − γλ , v ≥ γλ
0 , 0 < v < γλ
(4.8)
where v is a real number. In this study, the initial model vector is set to zero-vector
because we have no prior information about the spatial distribution of seismic scattering
property changes. The model parameters are kept to be positive during iterations. The
soft-thresholding function returns zero in the case of 0 < v < γλ. Accordingly, we can
estimate a sparse model vector that minimizes equation (4.6).
4.3 Results
Before conducting imagings, we select decoherence values according to signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs) of CCFs. A Root-Mean-Square (RMS) amplitude of a CCF from -100 s to
-90 s and +90 s and +100 s in lag times is defined as a noise level. A RMS amplitude of a
CCF for each short time window is defined as a signal level. We only use decoherence values
from time windows whose SNRs are larger than 1.5. In this study, we use 406 observed
decoherence values. We divide the study area into 63 small cells with a size of 0.15◦×0.15◦
and estimate ∆g values for all small cells. Figure 4.5 (a) shows the estimated spatial
distribution of ∆g values using sparse modeling. The region with the largest ∆g value is
estimated at the south of the epicenter of the main shock, and its value is 0.032 km−1
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(∆g/g0 = 97 %). The red line in Figure 4.5 (b) represents estimated∆g values for the small
cells. In this case, only 6 small cells have non-zero values, and this indicates that the sparse
modeling works well. Figure 4.5 (c) shows observed and synthesized decoherence values
for all station pairs and lag times. Synthesized decoherence values are calculated using
the estimated model parameters and decorrelation kernels (equation (4.2)). Synthesized
decoherences almost explain observed ones. As shown in equation (4.6), we consider both
of the SSRs (data fitness) and the ℓ1 norm (sparsity of the model), and the ℓ1 norm term
is weighted by a hyper-parameter λ. The value of λ aﬀects estimated ∆g values. The
top panel of Figure 4.6 shows its eﬀect: Pink lines on the top panel represent estimated
∆g values for the small cells. The middle panel shows the numbers of non-zero model
parameters. For a large λ, only sparsity of a model is considered, and accordingly all
model parameters become zero or nearly equal zero. We determine the optimal value of λ
by calculating the modified Bayesian information criterion (BIC) proposed by Wang and
Leng [2009]:
BIC = ln
(SSR
n
)
+ |S|× ln (n)
n
× ln (ln (p)). (4.9)
Here, n is the number of the data, |S| is the number of the non-zero model parameters
(degree of freedom), and p is the number of the model parameters. The bottom panel of
Figure 4.6 shows BIC for all λ. In our case, the BIC becomes the minimum for λ=6.3,
and we use this value.
4.4 Discussions
4.4.1 Comparison with the results from the linear least-squares
inversion with ℓ2 norm regularization
We also estimate the spatial distribution of seismic scattering property changes from
an ordinary linear least-squares inversion with the ℓ2 norm regularization which has been
widely used to solve linear inverse problems. In the case of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku
earthquake, we have enough seismic stations. Therefore we can compare the results from
the sparse modeling with those from the ℓ2 norm regularization.
Figure 4.7 (a) shows the spatial distribution of ∆g values. Here, we used the proximal
gradient method to estimate the ∆g values. The region of large ∆g values is located
around the epicenter of the main shock, and this result is well consistent with the result
from the sparse modeling. The maximum ∆g value is about 0.012 km−1 (∆g/g0 = 36
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%) at the small cell which is located to the south of the epicenter. Estimated ∆g values
from the ℓ2 norm regularization are smaller than those from the sparse modeling: the
maximum value of ∆g from the ℓ2 norm regularization is about 37 % of that from the
sparse modeling. This is because the number of the small cell with non-zero values is 33
in the case of the ℓ2 norm regularization (Figure 4.7 (b)). As shown in Figure 4.7 (c),
the synthesized decoherence values roughly explain observed decoherence ones. However,
the synthesized decoherences from the sparse modeling can better explain the observed
ones, especially spiky-shaped parts. This can be because the estimated ∆g value from the
sparse modeling is more sharply large at the south of the epicenter than that from the ℓ2
norm regularization.
As discussed in chapter 3, the regions of large seismic scattering property changes are
well consistent with the regions of large slip and strong ground motion. Also, the crustal
fluid will exist beneath the active volcano, and it can have caused the seismic scattering
property changes. Moreover, landslides occurred around Kurikoma volcano associated
with the earthquake. Such an area of material weakness can be related to the seismic
scattering property changes.
4.4.2 Recovery tests
To check the reliability of our inversion results, we conduct recovery tests. Figure
4.8 (a) shows the input model of the recovery tests. We input ∆g value of 0.033 km−1
(∆g/g0=100 %) to only one small cell at the south of the epicenter. Input ∆g values for
the other small cells are zero. Firstly, we compute synthesized decoherence values for this
input model using equation (4.2). The blue line in Figure 4.8 (b) represents the synthesize
decoherence values. Secondary, we add noises to these synthesize decoherences:
dcsyn
′
i (t) = dc
syn
i (t) + εi. (4.10)
Here, dcsyni (t) is the synthesized decoherence value from the input model for a station
pair i. εi is the noise term and is sampled from a gaussian distribution εi ∼ N(0,σ2i ),
which is defined for each station pair. We compute coherence values between a RCCF and
10-days-stacked CCFs between Jan. 1 2017 and Jun. 13 2008 and calculate a variance
of these coherence values for each station pair. We use 10 times variance as σ2i for each
station pair. The red line in Figure 4.8 (b) is an example of the synthesized decoherences
with noise. Thirdly, we estimate a spatial distribution of ∆g values using dcsyn
′
i (t) as
input data. We repeat the same estimation for 50 times with changing dcsyn
′
i (t).
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Figure 4.8 (c) shows the estimation results from sparse modeling. The input change
region at the south of the epicenter is recovered. The ∆g values shown in Figure 4.8 (c)
are averaged for 50 estimations. The ∆g value at the south of the epicenter is estimated
to be 0.027±0.003 km−1, and this value is 82 % of the input value (0.033 km−1). Figure
4.8 (e) shows the histogram of estimated ∆g values from the sparse modeling at the
south of the epicenter. The red line represents the input ∆g value at this small cell. The
estimated∆g values are always smaller than the input value. The maximum and minimum
value of estimated ∆g values are 0.032 km−1 and 0.019 km−1, respectively. Figure 4.8
(g) shows sum of estimated ∆g values (blue line) and the number of non-zero model
parameters (orange line) for all 50 estimations resulting from the sparse modeling. The
sum of estimated ∆g values are 0.034±0.002 km−1 on average, and this value is almost the
same as the input value. Non-zero model parameters were estimated at 6 small cells on
average, however, estimated ∆g values at the other cells are significantly small compared
to that of at the south of the epicenter.
Figure 4.8 (d) shows the estimation results from ℓ2 norm regularization. The input
change region at the south of the epicenter is also recovered. The mean ∆g value at
the south of the epicenter is estimated to be 0.025±0.003 km−1, and this value is 76 %
of the input value (0.033 km−1). Figure 4.8 (f) shows the histogram of estimated ∆g
values from the ℓ2 norm regularization at the south of the epicenter. Figure 4.8 (h) shows
sum of estimated ∆g values and the number of non-zero model parameters for all 50
estimations resulting from the ℓ2 norm regularization. The sum of estimated ∆g values
are 0.039±0.002 km−1 on average, and this value is a bit larger than the input value. In
the case of ℓ2 norm regularization, non-zero model parameters were estimated at 12 small
cells on average, and this will cause the overestimation of total estimated ∆g value.
The results of the recovery tests indicates that our results, the region of large seismic
scattering property changes is estimated at the south of the epicenter, should be reliable.
4.4.3 Applicability of sparse modeling
To validate the applicability of sparse modeling with a smaller data set, we estimate
spatial distributions of seismic scattering property changes by changing combinations of
used stations.
Firstly, we divide the study area into 4 regions around the epicenter and conduct
estimations. Figure 4.9 shows the results. We use 4 diﬀerent seismic arrays which are
composed of seismic stations in the northern part (Array 1), southern part (Array 2),
eastern part (Array 3), and western part (Array 4), respectively. Although large seismic
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scattering property changes are estimated at the south of the epicenter for the Arrays 2 and
4, such change regions are not estimated for the Arrays 1 and 3. This should be because
the Arrays 2 and 4 include station pairs which cross around the south of the epicenter.
As shown in Figure 4.2, the station pairs of N.ICEH-N.NRKH (top panel) and N.OGCH-
N.ICEH (second panel) which cross the south of the epicenter show significant decoherences
related to the earthquake. On the other hand, the Arrays 1 and 3 are mainly composed
of the station pairs which do not cross around the south of the epicenter. Most of these
station pairs do not show significant decoherences related to the earthquake; For example,
the station pairs of N.HMSH-N.SMTH (third panel in Figure 4.2) and N.OGCH-N.TAJH
(bottom panel in Figure 4.2) do not show clear coherence drops. Those results indicate
that we need station pairs which cross the south of the epicenter to detect the significant
seismic scattering property change related to the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake. We
also conduct estimations using the same 4 seismic arrays and the ℓ2 norm regularization.
Figure 4.10 shows the results. In the case of the ℓ2 norm regularization, the change regions
at the south of the epicenter are not estimated significantly for all 4 arrays. Although both
of the sparse modeling and ℓ2 norm regularization cannot reproduce the results from all 17
stations by using those 4 seismic arrays, the results from the sparse modeling are slightly
better than those from the ℓ2 norm regularization.
Secondly, we use other arrays and check how many seismic stations are needed to
reproduce the result from all 17 stations: The left-top panel of Figure 4.11 shows the
result from 3 seismic stations close to the epicenter (Array 5). The result from this
seismic array still cannot retrieve the result from all 17 stations. The right-top panel of
Figure 4.11 shows the result from 5 seismic stations that are deployed to surround the
epicenter at close range (Array 6). The large seismic scattering property change at the
south of the epicenter is sharply retrieved for the Array 6, and the maximum value of ∆g
is the same as that from all 17 stations (0.032 km−1). This suggests that if seismic stations
are deployed to surround the change region and near the epicenter, we can retrieve the
change region from only 5 stations in the case of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake.
For comparison, we also conduct estimations using the ℓ2 norm regularization. Figure 4.12
shows the estimation results. In the result from the Array 6, the maximum value of ∆g
is estimated to be 0.0075 km−1. The result from all 17 stations is 0.012 km−1, and hence
5 seismic stations are not enough to retrieve the result from all 17 stations in the case of
the ℓ2 norm regularization. When we use the ℓ2 norm regularization, we need 15 stations
to retrieve the result from all 17 stations (Array 9). The Arrays 7 and 8 are composed of
5 and 12 seismic stations that are located far from the epicenter, respectively. Although
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there are some station pairs which cross around the change region at the south of the
epicenter, no significant change region of seismic scattering property is estimated both
in the cases of the sparse modeling and ℓ2 norm regularization. Those results indicate
that seismic stations near the change region are important to retrieve it, and this is not
retrieved well from only seismic stations far from the change region even if station pairs
cross around this region.
To confirm that, we compare sensitivity kernels for diﬀerent inter-station distances.
Figure 4.13 shows cross-sections of sensitivity kernels for inter-station distances of 30 km
and 60 km. In this study, we compute decoherence values by sliding a 16 s long time
window from 16 s after the direct Rayleigh wave arrival time to 64 s after the direct
Rayleigh wave arrival time without overlapping. Decoherence values are calculated at
later lapse times for station pairs with long inter-station distances. The two sensitivity
kernels that are shown in Figure 4.13 are computed at a lapse time of 40 s after direct
Rayleigh wave arrivals. As mentioned in the Data and method section, there are two
peaks around the two stations, and this is the reason why seismic stations near the change
region are important to retrieve the change region. As shown in Figure 4.13, the peak
values of the two sensitivity kernels are not significantly diﬀerent from each other. On the
other hand, we can find that the values of the sensitivity kernels in the region between two
stations are significantly diﬀerent: That for the station pair with an inter-station distance
of 30 km is about 1.7 times larger than that for the station pair with an inter-station
distance of 60 km. This means that the station pair with a long inter-station distance
is less sensitive to a seismic scattering property change in a region between two stations.
Accordingly, for the estimation of the spatial distribution of ∆g values using sensitivity
kernels, it should be better to use seismic stations near the change region and station pairs
with short inter-station distances. In other words, important data on the estimation is
limited and the other data is redundant.
4.5 Conclusion
We used sparse modeling to estimate the spatial distribution of seismic scattering
property changes and succeeded in detecting large coseismic seismic scattering property
changes at the south of the epicenter of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake. The
maximum value of ∆g, a variation of scattering coeﬃcient, at this region was estimated
to be 0.032 km−1 (∆g/g0 = 97 %). We also conducted the ordinary linear least-squares
inversion with the ℓ2 norm regularization. The result from the sparse modeling and that
from the ℓ2 norm regularization were consistent. Finally, we explored the applicability of
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sparse modeling by reducing the number of seismic stations. We confirmed that we can
retrieve the change regions from only 5 stations which are deployed to surround the change
regions for this case. Moreover, we found that the station pairs with long inter-station
distances do not strongly aﬀect the estimation result even if these pairs cross around the
change regions in short range. This is because the value of sensitivity kernels is small for a
station pair with a long inter-station distance. This means that the important station pairs
for the estimation are limited and the other pairs are redundant. The sparse modeling
will be useful to estimate the spatial distribution of seismic scattering property changes
from the small data set.
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Figure 4.1 (a) Locations of 17 Hi-net stations (green squares) and the epicenter of
the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake (red star). (b) Record section of seismic
ambient noise CCFs in the 0.5-1 Hz band. These CCFs are computed by stacking
daily CCFs over 1 year in 2007.
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Figure 4.2 Temporal changes of coherences over 2 years for 4 station pairs of
N.ICEH-N.NRKH (top), N.OGCH-N.ICEH (second), N.HMSH-N.SMTH (third), and
N.OGCH-N.TAJH (bottom). Coherence values are computed between the CCF
stacked over 1 year in 2007 and 10-days stacked CCFs by sliding 10-days-long time
windows by 1 day. The red lines represent the date of the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earth-
quake. The pink solid lines represent mean coherence values before the earthquake
(Jan. 1 2007 - Jun. 13 2008), and dashed ones represent the mean coherence minus
three times standard deviations (3σ) of coherence values.
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Figure 4.3 An example of the decorrelation kernel for the station pair of N.OGCH-
N.ICHE at 28 s in lag time. The kernel is calculated assuming the scattering mean
free path and intrinsic absorption parameter of Rayleigh wave to be 30 km and 0.02
s−1, respectively. These parameters are estimated from envelopes of seismic ambient
noise CCFs (see chapter 2).
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Figure 4.4 (a) Schematic picture for the sparse modeling. The red diamond repre-
sents ℓ1 norm regularization term. The blue contours represent the sum of squared
residuals. The green star is an optimal point. (b) That for the ℓ2 norm regulariza-
tion. The red circle represents ℓ2 norm regularization term. (c) An example of the
soft-thresholding function. γλ is a threshold value.
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Figure 4.5 (a) Spatial distribution of ∆g values inferred from the sparse modeling.
The red star represents the epicenter. The two subfaults estimated by Ohta et al
[2008] are shown by the gray rectangles. (b) The initial (gray) and estimated (red)
models. All of the initial model parameters are fixed to zero. (c) Observed (blue)
and synthesized (red) decoherence values for all station pairs and lag times.
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Figure 4.6 (top) ∆g values for all small cells and λ. (middle) The number of non-
zero estimated model parameters for each λ. (bottom) BIC values for each λ. The
black dashed lines on each panel represent the value of λ with the minimum BIC.
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Figure 4.7 (a) Spatial distribution of ∆g values inferred from the ℓ2 norm regular-
ization. (b) The initial (gray) and estimated (red) models. (c) Observed (blue) and
synthesized (red) decoherence values for all station pairs and lag times.
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Figure 4.8 (a) Input model of the recovery tests. ∆g value of 0.033 km−1
(∆g/g0=100 %) is input to only one small cell at the south of the epicenter. In-
put ∆g values for the other small cells are zero. (b) An example of synthesized
decoherences. The blue line represents the decoherences calculated from the input
model shown in (a). The red one represents the decoherences after adding noises to
the blue one, and these decoherences are used in the recovery tests. (c) The result of
the recovery tests using sparse modeling. ∆g values shown in the figure are averaged
for 50 estimations. (d) The result of the recovery tests using ℓ2 norm regularization.
(e) The histogram of estimated ∆g values for the small cell at the south of the epi-
center for 50 estimations with the sparse modeling. The red vertical line represents
the input ∆g value (0.033 km−1) to this small cell. (f) Similar to (e) but from the
ℓ2 norm regularization. (g) Sum of estimated ∆g values (blue) and the number of
non-zero model parameters (orange) for all 50 estimations resulting from the sparse
modeling. The red line represents input ∆g value, 0.033 km−1. (h) Similar to (g)
but from the ℓ2 norm regularization.
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Figure 4.9 Spatial distributions of ∆g values obtained for 4 diﬀerent distributions
of seismic stations using the sparse modeling. The study area is divided into 4 areas
as indicated by vertical and horizontal dashed lines in each panel. Those 4 seismic
arrays are composed of seismic stations in the northern part (Array 1), southern part
(Array 2), eastern part (Array 3), and western part (Array 4), respectively.
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Figure 4.10 Similar to Figure 4.9 but from the ℓ2 norm regularization.
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0.032 km-1
Figure 4.11 Spatial distributions of ∆g values obtained for 4 diﬀerent distributions
of seismic stations (Arrays 5-8) using the sparse modeling. The Arrays 5 and 6 are
composed of the three and five seismic stations closest to the epicenter, respectively.
The Arrays 7 and 8 are composed of 5 and 12 seismic stations that are located far
from the epicenter, respectively.
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0.0075 km-1
0.012 km-1
Figure 4.12 Similar to Figure 4.11 but from the ℓ2 norm regularization. The Array
9 is composed of 15 seismic stations closest to the epicenter.
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Figure 4.13 Examples of cross-sections of sensitivity kernels for 2 diﬀerent inter-
station distances. Blue and orange solid lines represent the kernels for the station
pairs whose inter-station distance are 30 km and 60 km, respectively. They are
calculated at a lapse time of 40 s after the direct Rayleigh wave arrivals.
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Chapter 5
Time lapse imaging of seismic scattering
properties in a strong scattering regime:
Application to the 2015 dike intrusion event
at Sakurajima volcano, Japan
5.1 Introduction
In recent years, spatio-temporal changes of seismic scattering properties associated with
volcanic activities or earthquakes have been estimated from seismic interferometry analy-
ses [e.g., Obermann et al., 2013a; Obermann et al., 2014; Hillers et al., 2015; Machacca et
al., 2019]. We also estimated spatial distributions of seismic scattering property changes
associated with the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earth-
quake in chapters 3 and 4. Those analyses were conducted in weak scattering regimes:
The values of the scattering mean free path, a parameter controlling sensitivity kernels,
are fixed at 50 km in Obermann et al. [2013], 60 km (1-3 s period band) and 500 km
(12-20 s period band) in Obermann et al. [2014], respectively. We used scattering mean
free path of 100 km (0.125-1 Hz band) in chapter3 and 30 km (0.5-1 Hz band) in chap-
ter 4. However, as mentioned in chapter 2, the scattering mean free path ranges from
about a few hundred meters to a few kilometers at some active volcanoes. For example,
Wegler and Lu¨hr [2001] estimated the mean free path of S-waves at Merapi volcano, Java
to be about 100 m in the 4-20 Hz band using airgun shot records. Yamamoto and Sato
[2010] estimated the mean free path of S-waves in the 8-16 Hz band to be about 1 km
using active shot records at Asama volcano, Japan. In chapter 2, we directly compared
the values of the mean free path of Rayleigh waves that were obtained from envelopes of
seismic ambient noise CCFs and active shot seismograms at Sakurajima volcano, Japan.
The estimated values from both of the data were about 1.2-2.0 km at the 1-2 Hz band and
1.6-3.2 km at the 2-4 Hz band. These values are smaller by 1 to 3 orders than those of
Earth’s crust [Sato et al., 2012]. As mentioned in chapter 1, we need to divide a study area
into small cells whose size is smaller than a scattering mean free path for conducting a
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linear least-squares inversion. For example, the number of the small cells in a region whose
scattering mean free path is 1km will be 10 times larger than a region whose scattering
mean free path is 1km. Therefore, more seismic stations are necessary for imagings in a
multiple scattering regime.
Sakurajima is one of the most active volcanoes in Japan which is located at the south-
ern rim of Aira caldera in the south of Kyushu, Japan. The volcano is well known to
frequently erupt with Vulcanian style in these decades, and the volcanic activities have
been monitored by various observations: seismic and geodetic measurements as well as
volcanic gas observations [Iguchi et al., 2013]. The explosions occurred mainly at Showa
crater from 2012, and the annual numbers reached 835 in 2012, 883 in 2013 and 450 in
2014 [Japan Meteorological Agency, 2015].
A dike intrusion event took place on 15 August 2015 (around 11:00 local time) at
Sakurajima. Noticeable changes of seismicity were detected just before the dike intrusion:
Volcano-tectonic (VT) earthquakes started at about 7:00 local time. Moreover, significant
changes of tilt and strain signals at stations located within a few kilometer distance from
the active craters began around 8:00 local time [Hotta et al., 2016a]. Geodetic analyses
were conducted to estimate parameters of the dike. For example, Morishita et al. [2016]
located the dike beneath Minami-dake crater at depths between 400-1200 m below sea
level from analyses of interferometric synthetic aperture radar data. Hotta et al. [2016a]
also analyzed GNSS and tilt data, and estimated parameters of the dike as follows: the
length is 2.3 km, the width is 0.6 km, the strike is 34◦, the dip is 74◦, and the opening is
1.97 m.
In this study, we apply seismic interferometry to seismic ambient noise records at
Sakurajima and estimate seismic scattering property changes associated with the dike
intrusion event in 2015. The scattering mean free path estimated to be about a few
kilometers as shown in chapter 2, and hence we need to consider multiple scatterings in
locating change region of scattering property (hereafter, called change region). We firstly
calculate temporal changes of coherence for each station pair. And then, we estimate
parameters of the change region.
5.2 Data and method
5.2.1 Data processing
We use 6 three-component short-period (1 s) seismometers at Sakurajima that are
operated by JMA (Figure 5.1). The sampled frequency is at 100 Hz. We apply seismic
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interferometry to seismic ambient noise data on the vertical component for the period
from 2012 to 2015. As mentioned in chapter 2, the scattering and intrinsic absorption
parameters at Sakurajima were estimated in the 1-2 Hz band. Therefore, we use ambient
noise records filtered in the 1-2 Hz band. We choose 10 minute-long data having the
maximum amplitude of smaller than 10 times of the RMS amplitude of ambient seismic
noise recorded in 2012. We apply one-bit normalization [e.g., Larose et al., 2004] and
spectral whitening [e.g., Shapiro et al., 2006; Bensen et al., 2007] for suppression of the
influence of earthquakes and persistent monochromatic noise sources on seismic ambient
noise CCFs. Finally, CCFs are calculated every 10 minutes and daily CCFs (hereafter
called DCCFs) are obtained by stacking the 10-min CCFs every day for 15 station pairs
from these 6 stations. The obtained DCCFs are considered to be the Green’s function
recorded at one of a station pair from a virtual source at the other station of the pair.
Waveforms of CCFs changed largely just before and after the dike intrusion. Figure
5.2 shows stacked CCFs for five periods in 2015 (from the top to bottom: Jan. 1 - Mar.
31, Apr. 1 - May 31, Jul. 6 - Aug. 14, Aug. 16 - Sep. 15, and Sep. 16 - Oct. 31) for
station pairs V.SKRB-V.SKD2 and V.SFT2-V.SKRC which cross around the dike. The
similarity of waveforms between the first and second periods (Jan. - Mar. and Apr. - May)
are high for both station pairs. In contrast, we can see significant changes in the CCFs
calculated after July 2015 at lapse times of, for example, around -10 s for both station
pairs and around +12 s for V.SKRB-V.SKD2. Such large waveform changes from July
2015 suggest that seismic scattering property has already changed largely before the dike
intrusion. Figure 5.3 (a) shows temporal changes of daily coherence values (black and grey
circles) during 4 years for two station pairs of V.SKRB-V.SKD2 and V.SKRB-V.SKA2.
We calculated reference CCFs (RCCFs) by stacking DCCFs in 2012 and 2013, and daily
coherence values are calculated between RCCFs and DCCFs for the lag time range between
-15.36 and +15.36 s. Red vertical lines indicate the time of the dike intrusion. Apparent
decoherences due to some failure of a seismometer in V.SKRB was detected after the dike
intrusion from November in 2015, and coherences in this period are shown by grey circles.
Daily coherence values between January in 2012 and March in 2015 remain high (around
0.8) except for some time periods, and a gradual decoherence was detected from April in
2015. Such a gradual decoherence was detected for most of the station pairs, which suggest
that a seismic scattering property change occurred widely at Sakurajima volcano. From
July 2015, a larger decoherence took place especially for station pairs crossing around
the dike, and such a large decoherence was not detected for the station pair of V.SKRB-
V.SKA2 whose path does not cross around the dike. This means that seismic scattering
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properties changed largely around the dike. Coherence values do not recover within 2015.
Figure 5.3 (b) shows coherence matrixes of DCCFs between January 2012 and October
2015 for the same station pairs. For the station pair of V.SKRB-V.SKD2, coherences
between DCCFs in Jul. - Oct. in 2015 are always lower than 0.7. This indicates that
waveforms of DCCFs changed day by day.
5.2.2 Estimation method of parameters of a change region
In the 1-2 Hz band, the scattering mean free path and intrinsic absorption parameter
of Rayleigh waves at Sakurajima were estimated to be 1.2 km and 0.10 s−1, respectively,
by modeling space-time distributions of seismic energy from an active shot as shown in
chapter 2. As mentioned in chapter 1, the number of model parameters in the linear
least-squares inversion increases in such a multiple scattering regime, because we need
to divide the study area into small cells whose linear dimensions are smaller than the
mean free path. Insteadly, we propose the following approach under multiple scattering
regime: Firstly, we assume a change region with square-shape which is characterized by the
following 4 parameters: length (km), location (Easting, Northing) (km), and ∆g (km−1).
Here, g0 is the scattering coeﬃcient of the background medium that is equivalent to the
reciprocal of the scattering mean free path ℓ, and ∆g means a variation of the scattering
coeﬃcient. Then, the scattering coeﬃcient in the change region is g0+∆g. The details of
parameter settings are shown in Table 5.1. Secondly, we apply Direct Simulation Monte
Carlo method [Yoshimoto, 2000] to calculate seismogram envelopes before and after the
change, respectively. The Monte Carlo simulations are performed in 2-D because we
assume Rayleigh wave. The Rayleigh wave velocity is fixed at 1.15 km/s. In the Monte
Carlo simulations, we calculate energy densities at each seismic station every 0.04 s between
0 s and 15.36 s in lapse time. Thirdly, we calculate synthesized decoherence values. The
decoherence value is defined as [e.g., Plane`s et al., 2014; Margerin et al., 2016]:
dcsyn(t) ≈ 1− 2 ⟨u1(t)u2(t)⟩
I1(t) + I2(t)
≈
〈
(u2(t)− u1(t))2
〉
I1(t) + I2(t)
, (5.1)
where u1, (2) represent the wavefield acquired in a reference and current periods, respec-
tively. I1,(2)(t) =
〈
u1,(2)(t)
2
〉
are energy densities in a reference and current periods, re-
spectively. The brackets represents an ensemble average over a short time window whose
center time is t. We compute decoherence values by using the following relationship [Marg-
erin et al., 2016]:
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dcsyn(t) ≈
∣∣I2(t)− I1(t)∣∣
I1(t) + I2(t)
. (5.2)
Finally, we determine the best-fit parameters of the change region so as to minimize the
following objective function:
F =
N∑
i=1
∑
t
∣∣∣dcobsi (t)− dcsyni (t)∣∣∣+ α(1− 1N
N∑
i=1
CCi
)
(5.3)
where dcobs(t) is the observed decoherence value, i is a combination of the source, the
receiver, and positive or negative side of a CCF. N is its total number (N=30 in our
case). The first term of equation (5.3) is a sum of absolute values of residuals between the
observed and the modeled decoherences. We use ℓ1 norm to reduce the eﬀect of outliers.
The second term is a constraint term which evaluates the similarity of time series of the
observed and modeled decoherences. α is a weighting value, and CCi is a correlation
coeﬃcient between time series of observed and modeled decoherences. By adding the
constraint term, we can avoid the saturation of estimated values of the length. We search
the best-fit model which minimizes F with changing α. The appropriate α is determined
by a trade-oﬀ curve (L-curve) of the first term and the second term. We stack DCCFs
over a reference and target periods, respectively, and calculate observed decoherence values
dcobs(t) by sliding a 2.56 s long short time window by every 2.56 s between -15.36 s and
0 s and between 0 and +15.36 s in lag time. Obermann et al. [2016] calculated the lapse-
time-dependence of energy partition ration between body waves and surface waves, and
pointed out that surface waves were predominant until eight times the mean free time in
lapse time. We hence use CCFs between -15.36 s and + 15.36 s in lag time to reduce the
contamination of body waves. We do not calculate decoherence values before the direct
Rayleigh wave arrival.
5.3 Results
We estimate the parameters of the change regions for four periods of time called
Period I (Apr. 1 - May 31; reference period: Jan. 1 - Mar. 31), Period II (Jul. 6 -
Aug. 14; Apr. 1 - Jul. 5), Period III (Aug. 16 - Sep. 15; Jul. 6 - Aug. 14), and
Period IV (Sep. 16 - Oct. 31; Aug. 16 - Sep. 15). Reference CCFs are computed by
stacking DCCFs over the reference periods. We checked daily coherence values and defined
these four periods which do not include significant decoherences. The data on August 15
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(the day of the dike intrusion) is not used to avoid a contamination by VT earthquakes.
Figure 5.4 is a schematic illustration of Monte Carlo Simulations for each period. Each
panel shows a spatial distribution of scattering coeﬃcient. We assume that the scattering
coeﬃcient in the study area is spatially uniform (g0) before Period I (top-left panel),
and calculate energy density in the reference period I1(t). Energy density in the current
period I2(t) is calculated by assuming that the scattering coeﬃcient in a change region
increases from g0 to g0+∆g1 (bottom-left panel). We calculate synthesized decoherence
dcsyn(t) using I1(t) and I2(t), and estimate parameters of the change region in the Period
I. In the Period II, energy density I1(t) is calculated with the change region estimated
in the Period I. Energy density I2(t) is calculated with the change region in the Period
I (scattering coeﬃcient: g0+∆g1) and a new change region in the Period II (scattering
coeﬃcient: g0+∆g2) (bottom-center panel). Change regions in the Period II, Period III,
and Period IV are estimated by repeating such procedures.
Figure 5.5 (a) shows temporal changes of coherences during these four periods for
the station pair V.SKRB-V.SKD2. A gradual decoherence took place in the Period I,
and coherence drops occurred from the Period II to Period IV. Figure 5.5 (b) shows an
estimated change region for each period. The best-fit value of ∆g is 0.25 km−1 in the
Period I, and the change region extends widely around Kita-dake and Minami-dake. In
the period II, the value of ∆g increase to 1.10 km−1, and it is significantly larger than
that in the Period I. In the Period III, the size of the change region becomes a little
smaller and that is located around the dike. The best-fit values of ∆g is 2.45 km−1 in
this period, which indicates that seismic scattering properties changed greatly associated
with the dike intrusion. The value of ∆g is estimated to be 1.55 km−1 in the Period IV,
about 1-2 months after the dike intrusion. The best-fit parameters in respective periods
are shown in Table 5.2.
We perform jackknife tests for estimating errors. Decoherence values are calculated
for each station pair, the causal part of CCF, and the acausal part of CCF. Therefore
there are 30 combinations (15 pairs × 2 parts) of the source and the receiver, and the
part of CCF. In the jackknife tests, we estimated parameters of change regions using
decoherence values for 29 combinations, and performed estimations 30 times with changing
an unused combination. The ranges between 5 percentile and 95 percentile obtained from
the jackknife tests are shown in the brackets in Table 5.2. The range of the length in the
Period I and Period II are 4.0-4.5 km and 4.0-4.25 km, respectively. On the other hand,
that becomes smaller, 3.0-3.5 km, in the Period III. This indicates that seismic scattering
property changed widely at Sakurajima in the Period I and Period II, then located around
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the dike in the Period III.
Figures 5.6 (a) and (b) show decoherence values at each lag time for 6 station pairs in
the Period I and Period III, respectively. Blue and red circles represent observed and syn-
thesized decoherence values, respectively. Closed and open circles represent decoherence
values in the causal part and acausal part, respectively. The change region extends widely
around Kita-dake and Minami-dake in the Period I, and observed and synthesized decoher-
ence values are almost consistent with each other for many station pairs in this period. On
the other hand, the change region becomes smaller and gets closer around the dike in the
Period III. In this period, observed and synthesized decoherence values are almost consis-
tent for the station pairs of V.SKRB-V.SKD2, V.SKA2-V.SKRD, and V.SFT2-V.SKD2,
which cross around the change region. Calculations are a little smaller than observations,
especially for the station pairs of V.SKRD-V.SKRC and V.SKRB-V.SKRC. These station
pairs cross south or west of Sakurajima. In this study, we assume only one change region,
however, we will be able to explain decoherence values for these station pairs by putting
two or three more change regions west of Sakurajima.
5.4 Discussions
5.4.1 Forward modeling using prior information
We have assumed a square-shaped change region so far to reduce the number of model
parameters. This is because the number of station pairs, 15 pairs in our case, is not enough
to consider complicated models. In the case of Sakurajima, the geometries of the dike
were estimated by geodetic analyses [Morishita et al., 2016; Hotta et al., 2016a]. Hence,
observed and synthesized decoherences might match better by using the information about
the geometry of the dike. Here, we conduct forward modeling as follows: We fix location
and the azimuth of the rectangular change region to the center of the dike and 34◦, which
is the same as the strike of the dike. We change only 3 parameters: the length (km), width
(km), and value of ∆g (km−1). The length should be always larger than the width.
Figure 5.7 (a) shows the best-fit model of the forward modeling in the Period III.
The length, width, and ∆g of the best-fit model are 4.5 km, 3.5 km, and 2.2 km−1,
respectively. The sum of absolute values of residuals for the best-fit model is 26.26 and the
mean value of the correlation coeﬃcient between the observed and modeled decoherences
is 0.10. Those of the best-fit model with the square-shaped change region are 27.56
and 0.21, respectively. The Akaike’s Information Criterions (AICs) for the rectangular
change region and the square-shaped change region are 175.86 and 180.91, respectively.
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Therefore the rectangular change region is considered as a better model. Figure 5.7 (b)
shows observed and synthesized decoherence values for 6 station pairs shown in Figure 5.6.
The rectangular change region can explain observed decoherences for the station pair of
V.SKRD-V.SKRC crossing the south of Sakurajima, because the change region extends to
the south of Sakurajima. This makes the sum of the absolute value of the residuals smaller
than that of the square-shaped change region. This result suggests that the region where
seismic scattering property changed distributes widely North-South along the dike. On the
other hand, we cannot explain observed decoherence values for the station pair V.SKRB-
V.SKRC, which crosses the west of Sakurajima, even if we assume the rectangular change
region.
Although the observed and synthesized decoherences do not match well for some sta-
tion pairs, the sum of the absolute value of residuals for all station pairs is reduced by
assuming the rectangular change region which considers the geometry of the dike. Such
prior information is important for the imaging of the change region in the case that the
number of seismometers is not enough to constrain complex models.
5.4.2 Comparison with other observations
Seismic scattering is sensitive to a structural change whose scale is comparable to a
wavelength. To understand mechanisms of temporal changes of decoherences, we compare
them with seismic velocity changes, areal strain changes, and SO2 flux changes. Figures 5.8
(a) and (b) show temporal changes of coherences and relative seismic velocities (dv/v) for
a station pair of V.SKRB-VSKD2, respectively. We use Moving Window Cross-Spectral
technique [Poupinet et al., 1984] to compute relative velocity changes. Delay times are
calculated by sliding a 2.56 s long short time window by every 0.64 s. Reference CCFs are
computed by stacking DCCFs over 2012 and 2013, and DCCFs in lag times between -10
and +10 s are used for the linear regression. Coherence values outside of this time window
are not high, hence we use this lag time range for the measurement of velocity changes.
Seismic velocities keep decreasing between January and June 2015. On the other hand,
we cannot estimate values of relative velocity changes stably due to large decoherences
after July 2015, and they are shown by gray dots. Although Obermann et al. [2013a]
and Obermann et al. [2014] estimated spatio-temporal changes both of seismic velocity
and scattering property, we could not estimate velocity changes stably from one month
before the dike intrusion. This indicates that measuring not only seismic velocity but also
scattering property changes is important for monitoring. Figure 5.8 (c) shows areal strain
changes at Sakurajima. We use three GNSS stations of Geospatial Information Authority
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of Japan (GSI) at Sakurajima (blue circles in Figure 5.1 indicate these locations). Using
the daily coordinates of the three stations (Sakurajima, Kagoshima2, and Kagoshima3),
we calculate areal strains. In the calculation, we remove oﬀsets in the daily coordinates
due to the replacement of GNSS antennas at Kagoshima2 and Kagoshima3 on October 26,
2012, by using the diﬀerence between the median values calculated from 10 days before
and 10 days after the day of the antenna change. The areal strain of zero amplitude is set
to be the average value during the three years between 2012 and 2014. Note that we apply
a median filter with a time window length of 10 days to the data to remove outliers. Areal
strains show periodic fluctuations between 2012 and 2014 and an expansion from January
2015. The expansion from January 2015 is interpreted to be caused by an increase of
magma supply from the deeper magma chamber located to the north of Sakurajima to the
shallower magma chamber beneath Kita-dake [Hotta et al., 2016b]. The seismic velocity
decrease starting from January 2015 is well correlated with this expansion. We calculate
standard deviations of areal strain values between 2012 and 2014, and red dash lines in
Figure 5.8 (c) indicate ±3σ of areal strain changes. Areal strain values become larger than
+3σ from April or May 2015. Such a substantial expansion might have opened cracks at
the shallow part of Sakurajima. According to JMA, [2016], SO2 flux from Minami-dake
crater remains high between January and June 2015: daily SO2 flux was ranging between
400 tons and 5,400 tons during this period. In 2014, the range of daily SO2 flux was
about 800-2,000 tons. Such a high SO2 flux means that volcanic gas moved to the shallow
part of Sakurajima during January and June 2015. As mentioned above, the significant
expansion was detected by geodetic analysis in this period. Hence, the inflow of volcanic
gas to opened cracks might have caused the gradual decoherences from April to June 2015.
We detected strong decoherences from July 2015, however, there are no significant areal
strain changes in July 2015. SO2 flux becomes small from July 2015, and it should be
because the number of eruptions itself becomes small from July 2015; 241 in April, 244 in
May, 103 in June, 21 in July, and 6 in August. The change region of seismic scattering
property is located around the dike just after the dike intrusion. The penetration depth
(quarter wave length) of Rayleigh waves in the 1-2 Hz band at Sakurajima is about 300
m. Although there are no other observations which detected significant changes from July
2015, our results indicate that some structural changes whose scale was comparable to a
wavelength took place around the dike at depths shallower than about 300 m.
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5.4.3 Imaging of scattering property changes in a multiple scat-
tering regime
5.4.3.1 Asymmetry of decoherence values between causal and acausal parts
As shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 (b), decoherence values on the causal and acausal
parts calculated using equation (5.2) are not the same. Decoherence values become large if
the change region is located near the source. In the Monte Carlo simulation, more energy
particles radiated from the source are aﬀected by scattering coeﬃcient variation with space
when a source is located near the change region. In contrast, if the change region locates
far from the source, fewer energetic particles are aﬀected by the scattering property change.
We confirm it by conducting Monte Carlo simulations assuming the change region whose
parameters are the same as those in the Period III. We divide the studied area into 1 km
× 1 km cells and calculate spatial distributions of energies before and after the scattering
property change, respectively: we count the number of energetic particles that exist in
each cell for some time windows. Figures 5.9 (a) and (b) show spatial distributions of
energy densities in 4 time windows (5.12-7.68 s, 7.68-10.24 s, 10.24-12.8 s, and 12.8-15.36
s), which are used to calculate decoherence values in this study. Regions where energy
density decreases and increases associated with the scattering property change are shown
by blue and red, respectively. In Figure 5.9 (a), V.SFT2 and V.SKRC are assumed as the
source and receiver, respectively, and in Figure 5.9 (b), V.SKRC and V.SFT2 are assumed
as the source and receiver, respectively. A blue rectangle on each panel in Figure 5.9
indicates the change region in the Period III. V.SFT2 is located near the change region
and V.SKRC is located far from the change region. We can confirm that the regions with
a large diﬀerence of energy densities (large
∣∣I2(t)− I1(t)∣∣ in equation (5.2)) extend widely
when V.SFT2 is the source. When the change region locates near V.SFT2, fewer energy
particles radiated from V.SFT2 reach the receiver V.SKRC through the change region due
to multiple scattering in the change region. As a result, energy densities decrease to the
south of the change region and increase to the north of the change region. In contrast, we
cannot recognize such a widespread diﬀerence of substantial energy density when V.SKRC
is the source. This is because energy particles radiated from V.SKRC can reach V.SFT2
by going around outside the change region. As shown in Figure 5.6, decoherences are
more significant when V.SFT2 is the source and V.SKRC is the receiver. An asymmetry
of decoherence values is originally from a spatial variation in the scattering property,
but it is enhanced in a multiple scattering regime, and it contains information about the
relationship between the location of a change region and the locations of a source and a
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receiver.
5.4.3.2 Limitation of our method
In chapter 2, we estimated scattering mean free paths at Sakurajima assuming that
they are spatially uniform. Therefore, there is no prior information about the spatial
variation of the scattering coeﬃcient at Sakurajima so far. Therefore on the estimation
of the change region in the Period I, we assumed that the scattering coeﬃcient in the
study area is spatially uniform and calculated energy density I1(t). However, Prudencio
et al. [2017] estimated spatial distributions of scattering coeﬃcient of S-waves (4-20 Hz
band) using active shot records at Asama volcano, Japan, and they reported that the
scattering coeﬃcient in the area west of the summit is about 70 % higher than the mean
scattering coeﬃcient over the study area. Sakurajima is one of the most active volcanoes in
Japan, and such a large spatial variation of the scattering coeﬃcient may exist. For more
reliable estimation of a change region, prior information about the spatial distribution of
the scattering coeﬃcient would be needed.
Another limitation of our method is the calculation cost of Monte Carlo simulations.
In this study, we calculated energy densities I1(t) and I2(t) for two periods, and that
increases the calculation cost. Accordingly it is hard to assume multiple change regions
due to the high calculation cost. The necessary time for conducting the Monte Carlo
simulation for one model is about 90 sec with the parallel computing using 4 CPU cores,
and we conducted this computation for 7200 models with one change region. If we assume
multiple change regions simultaneously, the necessary time for the calculations should
increase significantly and our approach will not be practical: if we assume two change
regions simultaneously, we need to conduct Monte Carlo simulations for more than 107
models.
Although sensitivity kernels are necessary in linear least-squares inversions, the cal-
culation cost of sensitivity kernels is much lower than our approach; we do not need to
conduct many Monte Carlo simulations. The values of ∆g are estimated for the small
cells, and hence we can easily consider plural change regions. Moreover, we can reduce a
calculation cost by using sensitivity kernels. The linear least-squares inversions have such
advantages, however, our method is also applicable even in the case that the number of
seismic stations are not enough to conduct the linear least-squares inversion.
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5.5 Conclusion
We proposed a method to estimate a region where seismic scattering property changed in
a multiple scattering regime. We firstly calculated seismic ambient noise CCFs using seis-
mic ambient noise data between 2012 and 2015 at Sakurajima, and succeeded in detecting
a gradual decoherence between April and June in 2015 and a sharp coherence drop about
one and half month before the dike intrusion on 15 August 2015. We secondly estimate
the change regions of seismic scattering property. In previous studies, an inverse problem
is linearized by assuming the scattering property changes aﬀect the scattering only once.
Hence, we proposed another method for estimating parameters of the change region which
is also applicable in a multiple scattering regime. We assumed a square-shaped change
region, and estimated its length, location, and variation of the scattering coeﬃcient, ∆g.
The estimated change region extended widely around Kita-dake and Minami-dake with
0.25 km−1 and 1.10 km−1 of ∆g in the Period I (Apr. 1 - May 31) and Period II (Jul. 6
- Aug. 14). The change region was located around the dike (east to Minami-dake) with
2.45 km−1 and ∆g in the Period III (Aug. 16 - Sep. 15). In the Period IV (Sep. 16 - Oct.
31), the value of ∆g decreased to 1.55 km−1 and the change region extended widely such
as the Period I and Period II. Our method is applicable even in such a strong scattering
case though the number of the change region is only one. This method should be useful
for the continuous monitoring of structural changes beneath active volcanoes.
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Table 5.1 Parameters used in the estimation of a change region of scattering coeﬃ-
cient. The origin of a coordinate is fixed at the center of the dike estimated by Hotta
et al. [2016a].
Parameters Search range Increment
Length (km) 0.5 - 5.5 0.5
Easting (km) -2.0 - +2.0 0.5
Northing (km) -1.0 - +1.0 0.5
∆g (km−1) 0.0005 - 2.9005 0.05
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Table 5.2 Best-fit parameters of the change region of scattering coeﬃcient in each
period. The values in brackets are the ranges between 5 percentile and 95 percentile
obtained by the jackknife test.
Period Length (km) Easting (km) Northing (km) ∆g (km−1)
Period I 4.5 (4.0 - 4.5) +0.5 (+0.5) +0.5 (+0.5 - +1.0) 0.25 (0.20 - 0.25)
Period II 4.0 (4.0 - 4.25) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (-0.25 - 0.0) 1.10 (1.05 - 1.10)
Period III 3.5 (3.0 - 3.5) 0.0 (0.0 - +1.0) +1.0 (+0.5 - +1.0) 2.45 (2.05 - 2.45)
Period IV 4.5 (2.75 - 4.5) -0.5 (0.0 - +1.0) +0.5 (-0.5 - +1.0) 1.55 (1.15 - 1.55)
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V.SKD2
V.SKRC
V.SKRD
V.SFT2
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V.SKA2
SAKURAJIMA
Kita-dake
Minami-dake
KAGOSHIMA2
KAGOSHIMA3
Figure 5.1 Spatial distribution of seismometers (green squares) and GNSS stations
(blue circles) at Sakurajima volcano located in Kyushu island, Southwestern Japan
(red triangle in the upper left panel). Gray contour lines show the topography of
Sakurajima. The gray rectangle indicates the dike estimated by Hotta et al. [2016].
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Figure 5.2 Waveforms of CCFs in 5 time periods of 2015 for 2 station pairs. Wave-
forms on the top are stacked CCFs from January to March, and those on the second
row are ones in April and May. Waveforms from the third to fifth rows are stacked
CCFs in periods just before and after the dike intrusion, respectively. In our analysis,
CCFs between -15.36 s and +15.36 s in lag times are used.
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Figure 5.3 (a) Temporal changes of daily coherences for the station pairs of V.SKRB-
V.SKD2 and V.SKRB-V.SKA2 between 2012 and 2015 (4 years). Black and grey
circles indicate daily coherences which are computed between the RCCF and DCCF.
Red vertical lines indicate the time of the dike intrusion. A seismometer failure
occurred at V.SKRB between November 13 and December 31, 2015, and gray circles
show daily coherences in this period. (b) The matrixes of coherences of DCCFs for the
station pairs of V.SKRB-V.SKD2 and V.SKRB-V.SKA2. Coherences are calculated
every 10 days for the time period between January 2012 and October 2015.
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Figure 5.4 Schematic illustration of Monte Carlo Simulations in each period. Top
three panels indicate spatial distributions of scattering coeﬃcient in reference periods,
and energy densities I1(t) in equation (5.1) are calculated under these conditions.
Bottom three panels indicate those in current periods, and energy densities I2(t) in
equation (5.1) are calculated under these conditions.
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b
Figure 5.5 (a) Temporal changes of daily coherence values during 4 time periods.
Gray circles show coherences in reference periods, and red circles show those in current
time periods. Red vertical lines indicate the time of the dike intrusion. (b) Locations
of the change regions of scattering property in each time period. Color of each square
indicates the ∆g value.
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Figure 5.6 Decoherence values at each lag time for 6 station pairs. Blue and red
indicate observed and synthesized decoherences, respectively. Decoherence values
on the causal part and on the acausal part are shown by closed and open circles,
respectively. Observed decoherence values are calculated by sliding a 2.56 s long
short time window by every 2.56 s after the direct Rayleigh wave arrival.
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Figure 5.7 (a) The best-fit model with the location and azimuth of the rectangular
change region fixed to the center of the dike and along the strike of the dike. In the
grid-search, the length, width, and value of ϶ g were changed. The gray rectangle
indicates the dike. (b) Decoherence values at each lag time for 6 station pairs which
are the same as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.8 (a) Temporal changes of daily coherences for the station pair of V.SKRB-
V.SKD2 between 2012 and 2015. (b) Temporal changes of relative velocities for the
station pair V.SKRB-V.SKD2 between 2012 and 2015. These values are estimated
using Moving Window Cross-Spectral technique [Poupinet et al., 1984] and the linear
regression. Gray dots represent that estimated velocity changes are not reliable be-
cause coherences are too low. (c) Areal strain changes at Sakurajima calculated by
using the data recorded at 3 GNSS stations between 2012 and 2015. The 10-days-long
median filter is applied to the time series of daily areal strains. Two red dashed lines
indicate ±3σ of areal strain change.
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Figure 5.9 Spatial distributions of energy densities calculated by using the Direct
Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method [Yoshimoto, 2000] for four time windows.
Blue rectangles on each panel indicate the change region between Period II and
Period III. Red and blue indicate energy increases and decreases associated with the
scattering coeﬃcient change, respectively. (a) V.SFT2 is assumed as a source, and
V.SKRC is assumed as a receiver. (b) V.SKRC is assumed as a source, and V.SFT2
is assumed as a receiver.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
6.1 Future development of space-time imaging of
seismic scattering properties
In chapter 5, we estimated the change regions of seismic scattering properties associated
with the 2015 dike intrusion event at Sakurajima volcano by modeling multiple scattering
in the change region. As discussed in chapter 5, applying linear least-squares inversion
is diﬃcult in a multiple scattering regime, because the size of small cells is set to be
smaller than the scattering mean free path so that the scattering occurs only once within
each small cell. Therefore, we proposed another approach to estimate a change region.
Although this method is applicable even in a strong scattering regime, it is hard to assume
multiple change regions due to the high calculation cost. If we assume two change regions
simultaneously, we need to conduct Monte Carlo simulations for more than 107 models
(chapter 5). If linear least-squares inversions are applicable, we can reduce the calculation
cost. In chapter 4, we confirmed that sparse modeling is useful to locate change regions
of seismic scattering properties from the small data set. The sparse modeling can be also
useful for an imaging of seismic scattering properties in a multiple scattering regime. In
the case of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake (chapter 4), we confirmed that we
can retrieve the change regions from only 5 stations (45 decoherence values). In the case of
Sakurajima, six short-period seismometers of JMA are deployed to surround the craters,
and the location of the dike intrusion is inside this network. Therefore, it might be possible
to image seismic scattering properties using linear least-squares inversions with the sparse
modeling. As shown in chapter 2, the scattering mean free path at Sakurajima is about
1-2 km. This means that the size of small cells in the linear least-squares inversions should
be a few hundred meters, and about 400 small cells will be necessary if the size of the
small cells is 500 m×500 m. In chapter 5, we used 136 decoherence values, and this is
about one third of the number of the model parameters.
Extending sensitivity kernels is also important to improve imaging methods. Figure 6.1
is a schematic picture of the future development of space-time imaging. In our study and
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most of the previous studies have assumed 2-D simple structure (top panel of Figure 6.1).
This should be the first step of imaging. The second step is assuming 3-D simple structure
(middle panel of Figure 6.1). The previous studies on seismic scattering property changes
and our studies conducted imagings using 2-D sensitivity kernels. Rayleigh waves are
used in these studies, and hence we can discuss the depth of a change by considering the
wavelengths of Rayleigh waves. Recently, Obermann et al. [2018] located the 3-D position
of seismic velocity changes in the focal area of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, China, by
using a linear combination of the body- and surface- wave sensitivity kernels. The depth
of the hypocenter is about 19 km, and large velocity reductions were detected at depths
of 20-30 km. Obermann et al. [2016] reported that body waves become predominant after
6-8 scattering mean free times. The mean free time in a multiple scattering regime is
much shorter than that in a weak scattering regime. Therefore, considering both body-
and surface- waves will be important especially for the imaging in a multiple scattering
regime. The third step is to consider topography and layered structure (bottom panel of
Figure 6.1). The sensitivity kernels used in our studies do not consider these complicated
structures in the study areas. Kanu and Snieder [2015] numerically computed the sensitiv-
ity kernel which included topography. They computed the sensitivity kernels using finite
diﬀerence method. Their results showed that the topography-induced scattering which
trapped seismic waves in the near-surface layer aﬀects the sensitivity kernels largely. The
eﬀect of the topography can aﬀect the estimation results of seismic scattering property
changes, especially at volcanoes. In some cases, both of seismic velocity and seismic scat-
tering property changes occur associated with earthquakes and volcanic activities. For
example, we detected about 97 % of ∆g value around the south of the epicenter of the
2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake in the 0.5-1 Hz band (chapter 4). Hobiger et al.
[2012] detected about 0.6 % velocity decrease in the same region at the 0.5-1 Hz band.
Obermann et al. [2014] estimated about 35 % seismic scattering property change and
0.8-2.0 % seismic velocity decreases around the focal area of the 2008 Wenchuan earth-
quake, China. However, the eﬀect of the seismic velocity changes is not considered in the
estimation of the spatial distribution of seismic scattering property changes. The equation
to compute synthesized decoherence values include the Rayleigh wave velocity, c, and the
decorrelation kernel Kdc (see also equation (3.2)). The Rayleigh wave velocity c is as-
sumed to be spatially uniform, and on the calculation of the decorrelation kernel, we also
assumed the seismic velocity is spatially uniform. To consider seismic velocity changes in
the estimation of the spatial distribution of seismic scattering property changes, we need
to extend the estimation method.
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6.2 Structural monitoring with multi parameters
As mentioned in chapter 1, seismic velocity changes have been widely estimated by
many previous studies. In the previous studies that conducted space-time imaging of
seismic scattering properties also estimated spatial distributions of seismic velocity changes
[Obermann et al., 2013; Obermann et al., 2014; Hillers et al., 2015; Machacca et al., 2019].
The seismic velocity and seismic scattering property changes are sensitive to diﬀerent
spatial scales of structural changes: The seismic velocity is sensitive to a structural change
whose scale is much larger than a wavelength, and the seismic scattering is sensitive to a
structural change whose scale is comparable to a wavelength. Therefore, measuring both
of seismic velocity and scattering property changes is important in structural monitoring.
As we can see in Figure 5.8 (b), we could not estimate seismic velocity changes associated
with the 2015 Sakurajima dike intrusion event due to large decoherences. We can measure
seismic scattering property changes even in such a case.
Rayleigh waves have been used in many seismic interferometry analyses, and hence
changes of S-wave velocities have been focused. On the other hand, Takano et al. [2019]
succeeded in detecting about 2 % P-wave velocity decrease using the data from a dense
array at Reunion island and interpreted such a velocity reduction might have been caused
by an inflation of a volcanic pressure source at the shallow depth. A value of VP /VS
reflects physical property of rocks: a kind of the rock and its fluid content. Estimating
changes of both of P- and S-wave will be useful to interpret a cause of structural changes.
Shear wave splitting represents a dominant direction of anisotropy (orientation of
cracks) and crack densities in a study area. Changes of seismic anisotropies associated
with earthquakes and volcanic activities have been reported in some previous studies [e.g.,
Liu et al., 2007; Savage et al., 2015; Saade et al., 2017], suggesting that measuring seismic
anisotropies will be also useful for the structural monitoring.
In our studies, we assumed spatially uniform intrinsic absorptions. However, there
are spatial variations of intrinsic attenuations in reality [e.g., Calcore´ and Sato, 2010;
Takeuchi, 2016; Mayor et al., 2016; Ogiso, 2019]. For example, Mayor et al. [2016]
estimated spatial distributions of intrinsic absorptions in the Alps from data of natural
earthquakes by using absorption sensitivity kernels which were developed by Mayor et al.
[2014] and Margerin et al. [2016]. The results around 1 Hz band showed that regions
of high intrinsic absorption were correlated with the location of major Cenozoic flexural
and extensional basins. The physical mechanisms of scattering attenuations and intrinsic
absorptions are diﬀerent. Therefore, estimating both of their spatial distributions will be
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important.
There are many kinds of physical parameters we can use in structural monitoring.
Measuring these parameters simultaneously will improve our understanding of the nature
of the structural changes. Seismic interferometry is a useful tool to conduct such obser-
vations with multi parameters. Rock physics is helpful to interpret the results of seismic
interferometry analyses.
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Figure 6.1 Schematic picture of the future development of space-time imaging.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
We developed a self-contained approach for space-time changes of seismic scattering
properties based on seismic interferometry.
Firstly, we developed a passive estimation method of scattering and intrinsic absorption
parameters and validated it by comparing results from our passive method and that from
active shot records at Sakurajima volcano, Japan. The estimated parameters from seismic
ambient noise CCFs were estimated to be 1.6-2.4 km and 0.04-0.06 s−1 at 0.5-1 Hz, 1.6-2.0
km and 0.08-0.09 s−1 at 1-2 Hz, and 1.6-3.2 km and 0.16-0.18 s−1 at 2-4 Hz, respectively.
These values were consistent with those from active shot records at the 1-2 Hz and 2-4
Hz bands. Moreover, we explored an appropriate calculation procedure of ambient noise
CCFs. In the case of applying one-bit normalization and spectral whitening which have
been widely used in seismic interferometry analyses, scattering mean free paths were not
constrained well and intrinsic absorption parameters were underestimated. Therefore, we
concluded that it is better to apply temporal flattening for the estimation of scattering
and intrinsic absorption parameters. We also estimated these parameters in the focal
area of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake and at Miyakejima volcano, Japan.
The scattering mean free path and intrinsic absorption parameter in the focal area of
the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake were estimated to be 30 km and 0.02 s −1 at the
0.5-1 Hz band. At Miyakejima, the scattering mean free paths were estimated to be
1.6 km at the 1-2 Hz band and 2.0 km at the 2-4 Hz band, respectively. The intrinsic
absorption parameters were estimated to be 0.12 s−1 at the 1-2 Hz band and 0.16 s−1 at
the 2-4 Hz band, respectively. The estimated scattering mean free paths at Sakurajima
and Miyakejima were 2-3 orders shorter than those in non-volcanic regions. These results
suggest that medium heterogeneities are strong at shallow parts of these active volcanoes.
Secondly, we estimated spatio-temporal changes of seismic scattering properties in the
northeast part of Japan from 2008 to 2012, which is in a weak scattering regime. This is
the first study which estimated spatial distributions of seismic scattering property changes
in this region. Significant seismic scattering property changes were estimated around the
epicenter of the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake. The maximum ∆g value was
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5.7×10−4 km−1 (∆g/g0 = 5.7 %). The large seismic scattering property change that
we estimated at the south of the main shock was consistent with such observations. We
interpreted that structural changes caused by the large slip and/or strong motions intro-
duced the large seismic scattering property change in the shallow medium to the south
of the epicenter. We also detected significant seismic scattering property changes around
some active volcanoes in Tohoku region associated with the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake.
The maximum change was estimated around the Bandai volcano and its ∆g value was
3.6×10−4 km−1 (∆g/g0 = 3.6 %). Significant seismic velocity decreases and subsidences
associated with this earthquake were detected by seismic interferometry and analyses of
InSAR data. Our results provided a new piece of evidence that significant structural
changes occurred beneath active volcanoes in Tohoku region associated with the 2011
Tohoku-Oki earthquake. In the southwest part of Tohoku region, strong seasonal seismic
scattering property changes were detected, and its maximum ∆g value was estimated to
be 3.0×10−4 km−1 (∆g/g0=3.0 %) in winter. Regarding seismic velocities, the eﬀect of
external environmental perturbations have been reported by many previous studies. How-
ever, the meteorological eﬀects to seismic scattering property changes are not evaluated
yet, and this will be important for interpreting seismic scattering property changes as well.
Thirdly, we applied sparse modeling to the imaging of seismic scattering property
changes related to the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake. We used 17 seismic stations
to validate the applicability of the sparse modeling. The region of the largest seismic
scattering property changes was located at the south of the epicenter. The maximum
value of ∆g, a variation of scattering coeﬃcient, at this region was estimated to be 0.032
km−1 (∆g/g0=97 %). We also conducted the ordinary linear least-squares inversion with
the ℓ2 norm regularization. The result from the sparse modeling and that from the ℓ2
norm regularization were consistent, and this indicates that the result from the sparse
modeling is reliable. We explored the applicability of the sparse modeling by reducing the
number of seismic stations and confirmed that we can retrieve the change regions from
5 stations which are deployed to surround the change regions. In contrast, we could not
retrieve the result from all 17 stations in the case of applying ℓ2 norm regularization to
the data from these 5 stations. In terms of the ℓ2 norm regularization, 15 stations were
necessary to retrieve the result from all 17 stations. In practice, the number of seismic
stations that we can use for imaging is limited, and these results suggest that the sparse
modeling will be useful to estimate the spatial distribution of seismic scattering property
changes from the small data set.
Finally, we estimated a change region of seismic scattering properties associated with
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the 2015 dike intrusion event at Sakurajima volcano. In previous studies, an inverse
problem is linearized by assuming the scattering property changes aﬀect the scattering
only once. However, this approach is diﬃcult to apply in a multiple scattering regime.
Therefore, we proposed a new alternative method for estimating parameters of the change
region which is applicable even in a multiple scattering regime. The estimated change
region extended widely around Kita-dake and Minami-dake with ∆g of 0.25 km−1 and
1.10 km−1 in the periods of Apr. 1 - May 31 and Jul. 6 - Aug. 14 (before the dike
intrusion). The change region was located around the dike (east to Minami-dake) with
∆g of 2.45 km−1 in the period of Aug. 16 - Sep. 15 (just after the dike intrusion).
Our method is applicable even in such a strong scattering case though the number of the
change region is assumed to be only one. This method should be useful for the continuous
monitoring of structural changes beneath active volcanoes.
Estimating space-time changes of seismic scattering properties will be important for
structural monitoring. In this thesis, we develop a self-contained approach to the estima-
tion of space-time changes of seismic scattering properties based on seismic interferometry.
By applying the appropriate imaging method, we can locate significant seismic scatter-
ing changes both in a weak scattering regime and strong scattering regime. Moreover,
the passive estimation of scattering and intrinsic absorption parameters and the sparse
modeling will be useful to improve the applicability of the passive time-lapse imaging. By
conducting imaging in various regions and comparing the results with other observations,
relationships between seismic scattering changes and other changes will be understood.
This should contribute to the monitoring of the dynamic Earth and the understanding of
their physical mechanisms.
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